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BRANDS IN 
STORE FOR YOU
•	 BUICK
•	 CADILLAC
•	 CHEVROLET
•	 CHRYSLER
•	 DODGE
•	 FIAT
•	 FORD

•	 GMC
•	 HONDA
•	 JEEP
•	 LINCOLN
•	 RAM TRUCK
•	 SCION
•	 TOYOTA
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For Subaru, the BRZ is the 
exception to its all-wheel-
drive-lineup rule. For Toyota’s 

Scion branch, the nearly identical 
FR-S represents the flagship model 
that the brand has needed since its 
2004 inception.
The “Front-engine, Rear-wheel-
drive Sport’s” long-hood-short-deck 
proportions are right on the money 
and the low hood, muscular fenders 
and curvy roofline give it a poised, 
gimmick-free appearance. In only its 
third year, Scion is already making 
small changes, including adapting 
a shark-fin antenna and larger and 
flusher exhaust tips. 

This is a real driving machine, so 
shift-indicator lights on the tach 
can be set at 100-rpm increments 
starting from 2,000 rpm up to the 
engine’s 7,400-rpm redline. The 
driver can also engage a warning 
chime that goes off when the 
engine’s max rev limit is about to be 
reached. 

As with Subaru’s BRZ, the FR-S 
employs a 200-horsepower 2.0-litre 
“flat” four-cylinder engine (one 
bank of two pistons fires at 180 
degrees to the opposite two pistons) 
that runs on premium-grade fuel. A 

six-speed manual transmission is 
standard with a six-speed automatic 
available as an option. The latter 
features steering-wheel-mounted 
paddle-shift controls, rev-matching 
downshifts plus a “sport” mode that 
delivers faster shifts and throttle 
response. 

The powertrain sits well back 
of the front wheels to optimize 
distribution of the car’s svelte 
1,250-kilogram front:rear heft at 
53:47. The 2015 FR-S gets a stiffer 
front suspension and re-tuned rear 
dampers to reduce body roll. Every 

FR-S is shipped from its Japan 
homeland with the expected load of 
standard gear plus aluminum sport 
pedals, Michelin Primacy rubber 
fitted to a neat set of 17-inch wheels, 
and a 15.5-centimetre touchscreen 
audio system. 

The host of available dealer add-
ons includes a premium audio 
package, fog lights, rear spoiler, 
sport exhaust system, 18-inch 
wheels, performance brake pads 
and a cold air intake for a richer air/
fuel mixture and a bit more power 
and sound.

Base price (incl. destination): $25,900
Type: Two-door coupe
Engine (hp): 2.0-litre DOHC H4 (200)
Layout: Front-engine, rear-wheel-
drive
Transmissions: Six-speed manual; six-
speed automatic (opt.) 
l/100 km (city/hwy): 10.9/7.9 (MT)
Safety: Front airbags; side-impact air-
bags; side-curtain airbags; anti-lock 
brakes; traction control; stability 
control
Weight (kg): 1,250

A collaboratively produced 
200-horsepower four-cylinder 
engine drives the rear wheels 
via a six-speed manual trans-
mission or available six-speed 
automatic.

2015 SCION FR-S
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F or years the Toyota Camry has 
been one of the principal leaders 
in the mid-size sedan segment. 

However, being on top doesn’t 
automatically guarantee success with 
the Honda Accord, Nissan Altima, 
Ford Fusion and several other mid-size 
marques chasing your tailpipe. 

To appeal to new and existing 
buyers alike, Toyota has sharpened 
the Camry’s claws in one of the brand’s 
more dramatic adjustments. The most 
obvious change is the dramatically 
different front end where a new 
spindle-style grille/air intake has been 
installed. There are new new gauges, a 
reshaped control panel and recovered 
seats with better-quality fabrics. 

One neat feature is an available 
wireless charging system located in 
a bin ahead of the shifter that will 
energize your smart phone or similar 
electronic device without having to 
plug it in. 

Virtually unchanged are the Camry’s 
three power teams that are proven 
stalwarts and remain competitive 
against the rest of the field. The base 
2.5-litre four-cylinder is the primary 
workhorse for the majority of Camrys 

and provides 178 horsepower and 170 
pound-feet of torque. Meanwhile the 
268-horsepower V6 remains optional. 
The carryover Camry Hybrid drivetrain 
consists of a 156-horsepower 2.5-litre 
four-cylinder engine linked to a 
105-kilowatt (141 horsepower) electric 
motor for a net system output of 200 
horsepower and 199 pound-feet. 

The Hybrid earns a rating of 5.5 l/100 
km in the city and 6.0 on the highway; 
numbers that are attainable only if you 
keep a light touch on the gas pedal. 
Both gasoline engines are mated to six-
speed automatic transmissions, while 
the Hybrid employs a continuously 

variable unit (CVT). 

Camry drivers are treated to a 
retuned suspension (sport-tuned for 
the SE version). The electric-power-
steering rack has also been tweaked 
for greater straight-line stability and a 
more direct feel while turning. 

The base Camry LE arrives with 
most of the expected content, but 
stepping up to the XSE and XLE will 
really make a difference with added 
sport and luxury content. They include 
a power moonroof, acoustic noise-
reducing windshield, push-button start 
and a premium audio package that’s 
combined with a navigation system. 

Base price (incl. destination): $25,500; 
$30,000 (Hybrid) 
Type: Four-door sedan
Base engine (hp): 2.5-litre DOHC I4 
(178)
Optional engines (hp): 3.5-litre DOHC 
V6 (268); 2.4-litre DOHC I4 (156) with 
105-kilowatt electric motor (200, 
combined, Hybrid)
Layout: Front-engine, front-wheel-
drive
Transmissions: Six-speed automatic 
(opt.); continuously variable (hybrid)
L/100 km (city/hwy): 9.7/6.9 (2.5, MT); 
5.5/6.0 (Hybrid)
Safety: Front airbags; side-impact air-
bags; side-curtain airbags; driver’s-
side knee airbag; anti-lock brakes; 
traction control; stability control
Weight (kg): 1,480

Camry’s four-cylinder and V6 
engines return unaltered, as 
does the Hybrid’s gasoline-
electric power team.

2015 TOYOTA Camry (new for 2015)

Even though nearly every other 
competitor has “gone soft”, the 
4Runner continues to use a sep-

arate chassis underneath its bolt-on 
body. That’s because Toyota’s hard-
working truck stubbornly refuses to 
become a jacked-up car. 

To make the 2014 model a little 
easier to spot, it features a slightly re-
designed snout with more angular pro-
jector beam headlights with smoked 
lenses, and a huge lower grille and 
bumper. 

The 270-horsepower 4.0-litre V6 
that as Goldilocks once famously de-
clared “is just right”. Also standard is 
a five-speed-automatic transmission. 
You get to choose between a part-time 
four-wheel-drive system with a two-
speed transfer case, or upgrade at ex-
tra cost to a full-time unit with a lock-
ing centre differential controlled by a 
console switch. Dashboards and other 
interior bits are similarly refreshed, 
with softer materials and leather-
wrapped steering wheel and a new au-
dio system. 

Base SR5 4Runners feature cli-
mate control, multi-adjustable power 
driver’s seat, eight airbags (includ-

ing two front-knee inflatables) and 
chrome roof rails, Hill Start Assist that 
keeps the vehicle from rolling back-
ward when stopped on an incline and 
Hill Descent Control to prevent unin-
tended acceleration on a downward 
slope. The Trail Edition lives up to its 
name by including a system that sets 
the vehicle at a specific speed while 
operating in low range over extreme-
ly rough ground. Instead of bounc-
ing your foot back and forth between 
the brake and throttle, you just have 
to work the brake. As well, the Multi-
terrain Select allows the driver to add 
or reduce the amount of wheel slip, 
depending on surface conditions such 
as loose sand or solid rock. The Trail 
can also disconnect the stabilizer bars 
for added suspension travel. The pack-
age includes a sliding rear cargo deck 
that can support up to 200 kilograms. 
Limited package content includes a 
touch-screen and on-screen apps (op-
tional in lower trims), leather interior, 
15-speaker audio system and a backup 
camera. A third-row seat can be added 
to all 4Runner models.

Toyota spices up its top-selling mid-size 
sedan and sets it on a new path.

2015 TOYOTA Avalon 2015 TOYOTA 4Runner

It’s stunning to imagine the car 
that personified the word “beige” 
for its first three generations can 

be so head-turning in its latest form. 

The Avalon gained itself a stellar 
reputation as a car that successfully 
“out-Buicked” Buick, and as a bonus, 
took most of the American brand’s 
aging customer base. To combat an 
ever-increasing average driver age, 
Toyota went radical with the latest 
version that was launched for the 
2013 model year. The styling alone 
actually looks more youthful than the 
Camry from which it was spawned. 
Its crisp lines reflect the car’s slightly 
more diminutive dimensions -- six 
centimetres shorter a bit narrower 
and not quite as tall -- than the 
outgoing model. 

The Avalon also weighs about 55 
kilograms pounds less than the old 

2012 model as a result. Unchanged 
is the 268-horsepower 3.5-litre 
V6, although Toyota tweaked the 
engine and installed an updated six-
speed transaxle for improved fuel 
economy. Only the front wheels are 
driven. Unlike the U.S. market, there 
is no hybrid model available for 
Canada. 

The improved interior features 
front seats that are more supportive 
with better side bolstering while the 
concave-shaped dashboard results in 
more cabin room. By its very nature 
the base Avalon shows up with an 
abundance of standard equipment, 
although for the full-on luxury 
experience you’ll need to spring for a 
premium leather interior, heated and 
ventilated front and rear seats, larger 
wheels, navigation/communications 
systems and an up-level stereo, to 
list just a few options.

Toyota grafts one of its angriest 
faces ever onto its evergreen 
4Runner during a mid-cycle refresh; 
cabin gets similar updates.

Avalon remains one of the most attractive full-size sedans going, despite 
renewed attention from traditional rivals
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Despite Toyota’s attempts to 
market minivan ownership as 
more exciting and full of attitude, 

the reality is that minivans aren’t meant 
to be thrilling. And the Sienna remains 
one of the best: a familiar face at soccer 
games and cheerleading practice, while 
also being stylish transport for carting 
friends and family around with relative 
ease.

For 2015, Toyota has given the Sienna 
a thorough reworking inside and out. 
The basic shell remains the same, but 
there’s a reshaped grille, while the new 
headlights are thinner, and optional 
LED running lights help spice up the 
higher trims. 

The engine remains a 268-horsepower 
3.5-litre V6 offering that comes with a 
six-speed automatic transmission. Its 
proverbial “ace” is the all-wheel-drive 
option that separates the Sienna from 
the rest of the minivan herd. Sienna has 
managed to maintain its popularity with 
smart features and enough capacity to 
cart up to eight friends and/or family 

members (seven if the optional second-
row high-back chairs are selected to 
replace the three-person bench). Pretty 
much everything the driver can see 
or touch is new, including soft-touch 
materials on the doors and dash, a three-
spoke heated steering wheel, center 
console and transmission shifter. 

The 2015 model range for Canada 
includes base, LE, SE and Limited and 
all-wheel-drive models in LE and XLE 
trims. Even base models come well 
equipped with tri-zone air conditioning 
(driver, passenger and rear), multi-
adjustable driver’s seat, tilt and 
telescopic steering wheel plus the usual 
power-controlled goodies. Going up the 
line adds everything from heated leather 

seats to power sliding doors to bigger 
wheels and unique dual-view 16.4-inch 
widescreen monitor that can display 
a single program or two programs, 
side by side, from two sources. In the 
top-level Sienna Limited, the mid-row 
buckets turn into reclining lounge seats 
that also feature swing-up foot rests for 
maximum self-indulgent travel (just try 
to pry the kids out of them). The third-
row bench folds flat into the load floor 
when not needed. 

A neat option is Driver Easy Speak 
that allows the driver to get the attention 
of sugar- and caffeine-enhanced 
rear passengers through a built-in 
microphone, without having to turn his 
or her head rearward to do it.

Base price (incl. destination): $32,300
Type: Four-door minivan
Engine (hp): 3.5-litre DOHC V6 (266)
Layout: Front-engine, front- /all-
wheel-drive
Transmissions: Six-speed automatic
l/100 km (city/highway): 13.0/9.5
Safety: Front airbags; side-impact air-
bags; side-curtain anti-lock brakes; 
stability control
Weight (kg): 1,940

Camry-based 266-horsepower 
3.5-litre V6 is standard and all-
wheel-drive is optional

2015 TOYOTA Sienna  
Toyota’s seven- /eight-passenger 
minivan gets some worthy changes in 
the name of convenience, quality and 
safety; still ranges from basic all the 
way to Lexus levels of luxury.
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A lengthy promotional blitz 
has finally culminated with 
the launch of a brand new 

Mustang. 

Ford has high global hopes for 
its latest Ponycar (a term coined 
specifically for cars in the Mustang’s 
class) since both left- and right-hand 
drive versions will be sold in Europe 
and Asia. That could also explain a 
certain Euro-styling vibe that the 
Mustang exudes, especially in the 
delicate sweep where the roofline 
meets the rear deck and swoopy 
tail panel.  At the opposite end, the 
Mustang’s grille and lower air intake 
are remarkably similar to what you’ll 
find on the 2014 edition. 

Also essentially unchanged are 
both the base 3.7-litre V6 that makes 
300 horsepower (down slightly from 
305) and the 5.0-litre V8 in the GT 
with an output of 435 horsepower, 
up from 420. Slotted between the 
two is a turbocharged 2.3-litre four-
cylinder unit that’s rated at 310 
horsepower. All three engines will 
be available in the Mustang coupe 
and convertible with a cloth top that 
raises and lowers twice as quickly as 
before. From a driver’s perspective, 
the Mustang’s six-speed manual 
transmission has been reworked 
for smoother shifts. A six-speed 
automatic, now with steering-wheel-

mounted paddle shifters, is optional. 

For 2015, Ford has finally ditched 
the Mustang’s stone-age solid rear 
axle setup and replaced it with a more 
modern independent rear system 
(along with a new front suspension) 
that promises a better ride, improved 
handling in the corners and added 
interior and stowage space. The 
distance between the front and rear 
axles was also increased and the car 
now sits a bit lower to the ground. 

The interior has also been 
completely retooled with large round 

gauges and an equally sizable touch-
screen that dominates the control 
panel. Of all the available options 
to be had on the Mustang, one of 
the more intriguing is a Track Apps 
package. It includes a “line lock” 
feature that holds the front brakes 
so the driver can, in Ford’s words, 
“warm up the tires” (i.e. burn up 
the tread in a cloud of smoke). 
Also part of Track Apps is Launch 
Control (that allows for extra-quick 
jackrabbit starts), an accelerometer 
that measures lateral g-forces and an 
acceleration timer

Base price (incl. destination): $26,550
Type: Two-door coupe
Base Engine (hp): 3.7-litre DOHC V6 
(300)
Optional engines (hp): 2.3-litre DOHC 
I4, turbocharged (310); 5.0-litre 
DOHC V8 (435)
Layout: Front-engine, rear-wheel-
drive
Transmissions: Six-speed manual; six-
speed automatic (opt.)
l/100 km (city/highway): 12.6/8.5 (V6, 
MT)
Safety: Front airbags; side-impact 
airbags; anti-lock brakes; traction 
control; stability control.
Weight (kg): 1,600

Base V6 and optional V8 
engines are joined by a 
turbocharged four-cylinder 
that just might steal the 
show; six-speed manual and 
automatic transmissions all 
around.

2015 FORD Mustang (new for 2015)

Ford’s half-century-old ponycar is renewed for 2015 and is ready to rumble, 
wheel-to-wheel, with its Chevrolet Camaro and Dodge Challenger nemeses

Fifty and FAbuLOuS
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“Think Small” was the advertising 
catch phrase used to promote the 
Volkswagen Beetle back in the 1950s. 
Today, “Think Small Engines” could 
easily be Ford’s slogan, especially for 
the 2015 Edge. 

The next-generation wagon arrives 
with a 245-horsepower 2.0-litre 
turbocharged four-cylinder as the 
base engine. It can be had with all-
wheel-drive and can muscle up to 
1,600 kilograms of trailer weight. 
Also all new is a twin-turbocharged 
325-horsepower 2.7-litre V6. The 
engine is standard in the appropriately 
named Edge Sport and optional with 
the premium Titanium trim level. 
The Sport’s previous 305-horsepower 
3.7-litre V6 gets the boot. Sandwiched 
between the two turbo engines is 
the returning (and now optional) 
285-horsepower 3.5-liter V6. 

All three are mated to six-speed 
automatic transmissions with paddle-
shift controls. A sport setting lets the 
engine rev to a higher limit in each 
gear for more spirited driving. Normal 
and Sport modes are also part of the 
Edge’s adaptive-steering system. It 
makes it easier to park in a tight spot 

while being more responsive during 
high-speed maneuvering. 

The optional all-wheel-drive 
system can direct up to 100 per cent 
of the torque to either the front or 
rear axles, as needed. The new engine 
lineup might be the Edge’s major 
drawing card, but there are additional 
obvious and unseen changes to report. 
A hexagonal-shaped grille softens 
the Edge’s look. Also, the roofline is 
more swept and the LED taillights are 
narrower and extend into the liftgate. 

The body panels are attached to an 
equally new platform that originated 
with the current Ford Fusion and 
is considerably more resistant to 
bending and twisting. The passenger 

space has been designed with more 
supportive seats, more storage bins 
and cubbys and a 20-centimetre 
touch-screen for the audio, 
infotainment, navigation and climate 
controls. The most basic of the Edge’s 
four trim levels has plenty of comfort 
content. Beyond that, the list of 
available safety and technology gear 
seems almost endless. Among the 
more intriguing is a 180-degree front 
camera that scans for unseen cross-
traffic at intersections. Then there’s 
active park assist that will guide the 
Edge into, as well as out of, a parallel-
parking spot. Finally, a passenger 
knee airbag deploys from inside the 
glove box door.

2015 FORD Edge (new for 2015)

The favourites of police de-
partments and road-warriors 
alike, the Ford Taurus re-

mains just as attractive since its big 
update in 2013. The angrier head-
lights, Superman-logo front grille, 
wider fenders and rear LED tail lamps 
all worked to create a sharper shape. 
The interior received the futuristic 
treatment, too, integrating a bunch 
of new display screens that give ac-
cess to the MyFord Touch and SYNC 
system, while secondary controls are 
found on the dash and newly optional 
heated steering wheel. Other luxury 
toys include massaging front seats, 
automatic high-beam activation, 
rain-sensing windshield wipers and a 
rear sunshade. Under the skin, most 
2015 Taurus models are motivated by 
the upgraded 288-horsepower 3.5-li-
tre V6 found in a host of Ford prod-
ucts, along with a standard six-speed 
automatic transmission and optional 
all-wheel-drive. Those looking to save 
a little fuel can opt for the more effi-
cient 2.0-litre turbocharged four-cyl-
inder with 240 horsepower, although 

it only comes in front-wheel-drive. 
The smaller choice does have more 
peak torque than the V6, though, so it 
shouldn’t be any slower, and returns 
fuel consumption of 10.5 l/100 km in 
the city and 7.4 on the highway (both 
significant improvements over the 
base V6). All-wheel-drive is a stan-
dard part of the full-blooded SHO 
package. The “raging bull” is fitted 
with a twin-turbocharged 3.5-litre V6 
that generates 365 horsepower and 
350 pound-feet of torque. Other high-
lights include a unique grille, rear-
deck spoiler, sport-tuned suspension, 
19- or optional 20-inch wheels, leath-
er-coated interior, 10-way adjustable 
front seat and push-button start. The 
extensive list of available add-ons 
now includes Lane Keep Assist that 
first warns then steers to keep the 
Taurus in its lane, and adaptive cruise 
control that maintains a safe distance 
from vehicles traveling in front. New 
standard features include a rear-view 
camera and optional niceties such as 
a power moonroof and power-adjust-
able pedals.

If the seven-passenger Flex is too much 
and the compact Escape is too tight, 
selecting the reshaped Edge might 
make the perfect compromise

2015 FORD Explorer 2015 FORD Tarus

With the company’s attention 
focused on its other three-
rows-of-seats tall wagons, 

the car-based Explorer doesn’t realize 
any changes for 2015. 

For 2014 a few of the upgrades 
taken from the Explorer Sport model 
-- a couple of less-obvious things, 
like a unique electric-power-steering 
module and enlarged brakes -- were 
made standard across the board, 
regardless of trim level. The Sport 
requires more work than just dropping 
in the same twin-turbocharged 
3.5-litre V6 found in the Taurus 
SHO sedan. The six-speed automatic 
transmission needed upgrading, as did 
the suspension and all-wheel-drive. 
Regular Explorers use the adequate 
and efficient 290-horsepower 3.5-litre 
V6, but the optional turbocharged 
240-horsepower 2.0-litre four-
cylinder engine -- front-drive models 
only -- achieves 8.5 l/100 km on the 
highway, which is about 1.2 better 
than the 3.5 is capable of. With 350 
horsepower on tap, the Sport moves 
like a football fullback but isn’t too 
hard on gas given its performance 
potential. The Sport also comes with 

all the technology and luxury toys 
Ford has to offer, including SYNC and 
MyFord Touch with Wi-Fi capability, 
two-toned leather seats and unique 
20-inch wheels. 

Base Explorers arrive with most of 
the expected trappings for this class of 
vehicle, including hill-start assist that 
keeps you from rolling backward while 
stopped on an incline. The mid-range 
XLT adds a coded keyless entry pad, 
back-up warning system, automatic 
headlamps and heated outside mirrors, 
while the Limited includes dual-zone 
climate control, 10-way power driver’s 
seat, power-adjustable pedals, rear-
view camera, push-button start and 
an auto-dimming rearview mirror. 
The Limited’s options list bristles with 
goodies such as a navigation system, 
heated-and-cooled leather seats, 
blind-spot warning system and power 
liftgate, to name a few. 

For 2015, you can get a Sport-
mimicking appearance package for the 
XLT that includes 20-inch wheels with 
painted pockets, black body cladding, 
painted grille and other details, extra 
badging and heated leather seats with 
suede inserts. 

Ford’s full-size 
Taurus sedan is 

still plenty of metal 
for the money, now 
with minor safety 
and feature changes; 
high-performance 
SHO “shows” the 
brand’s true colours

Base price (incl. destination): $30,500 
(est.)
Type: Four-door tall wagon
Base engine (hp): 2.0-litre DOHC I4, 
turbocharged (245)
Optional engines (hp): 2.7-litre DOHC 
V6, turbocharged (325); 3.5-litre 
DOHC V6 (285) 
Layout: Front-engine, front- /all-
wheel-drive
Transmission: Six-speed automatic
l/100 km (city/highway): 11.1/7.2 
(2.0, est.)
Safety: Front airbags; side-impact 
airbags; side-curtain airbags with 
rollover protection; anti-lock brakes; 
stability control with anti-rollover 
software
Weight (kg): 1,840

Four-cylinder and V6 turbo 
engines plus a non-turbo 
V6 give you a wide choice of 
power options; all with six-
speed automatic transmissions 
and available all-wheel-drive.

 Ford stands pat with 
its three-rows-of-seats 

Explorer for 2015, with only 
a new appearance package 
highlighting the changes.
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The world’s best-selling pickup 
looks to hold on to its title 
despite General Motors and 

Ram charging hard to catch up. It’s the 
truck category that leads the way these 
days in technology advancements and 
Ford’s adoption of aluminum body 
panels for the F-150 (to be joined by 
Ford’s Super Duty series for 2016) is 
one heck of a game changer and in 
more ways than one. Ford’s switch 
from steel to more dent- and ding- and 
rust-averse aluminum body panels will 
save as much as 315 kilograms (Ford 
claims) in the process, depending on 
whether you’re talking about regular-, 
extended SuperCab or four-door 

SuperCrew versions. All are perched 
on a new ladder-type frame that’s also 
stronger and actually a bit lighter. 
That reduced heft allows properly 
kitted-out F-150s to tote and tow 
bigger payloads, which is what pickup 
trucks are all about, right? Base trucks 
now come with a new 3.5-litre V6 
with 283 horsepower and 255 pound-
feet of torque, while an equally new 
twin-turbo 2.7-litre V6 that’s rated 
at 325 horsepower and 375 pound-
feet of torque is optional. Carried 
over from last year are two of Ford’s 
workhorse powerplants: a 3.5-litre 
twin-turbocharged V6 producing 
365 horsepower and 420 pound-feet 

of torque; and a 5.0-litre V8 worth 
385 horsepower and 387 pound-feet 
of torque (up from 360/380). That 
leaves out last year’s 411-horsepower 
6.2-litre V8 that was standard in the 
way-off-road-capable SVT Raptor 
(its replacement is expected to arrive 
by mid-2015). Inside, the cabin, 
or “office” for many truck owners, 
has been completely transformed 
and on up-level models approaches 
luxury-car standards, particularly 
the Lariat and King Ranch trims. The 
FX4 off-road option package (firmer 
suspension, skid plates and a locking 
rear axle) can be added to most 4x4 
models.

Base price (incl. destination): $26,600
Type: Two- /four-door pickup
Base engine (hp): 3.5-litre DOHC V6 
(283)
Optional engines (hp): 2.7-litre DOHC 
V6; turbocharged (325); 3.5-litre 
DOHC V6, turbocharged (365); 5.0-li-
tre DOHC V8 (385)
Layout: Front-engine, rear- /four-
wheel-drive
Transmissions: Six-speed automatic
l/100 km (city/highway): 12.0/8.5 
(3.5, 4x2; est.)
Safety: Front airbags; side-impact 
airbags; side-curtain airbags with 
rollover protection; anti-lock brakes; 
stability control
Weight (kg): 1,800 (est.)

The “normal” V6 and V8 
engines are joined by two 
turbocharged “EcoBoost” 
V6s; all receive six-speed 
automatic transmissions; four-
wheel-drive optional; dune-
jumping SVT Raptor and its 
stout 411-horsepower V8 are 
missing for now.

2015 FORD F-150  (new for 2015)
Stronger, faster and 
lighter best describes 

the new aluminum-
bodied F-Series; retooled 
from top to bottom, from 
bumper to tailgate and 
under the hood

In just the few short years since 
the mid-size Fusion was in-
troduced with its obvious star 

power, few remember its worthy-but-
uninspired predecessor. The posture 
of the overly upright-and-blunt nose 
takes some getting used to, but the 
overall shape with the sloped roofline 
is simply gorgeous. 

During the redesign, the Fusion 
abandoned its V6 options, but now 
there are plenty of powertrain picks, 
including two Prius-like gasoline-
electric hybrid systems. It all begins 
with a 170-horsepower 2.5-litre four-
cylinder engine, topping out with a 
2.0-litre turbocharged four-cylinder 
“EcoBoost” engine with 237 horsepow-
er. The latter is optional but a require-
ment for all-wheel-drive Fusions. In 
between is the 1.5-litre EcoBoost with 
179 horsepower. The 1.5 is billed as the 
thriftiest of the three EcoBoost options 
thanks to auto start-stop technology, 
but in terms of fuel savings, the Hy-
brid and Fusion Energi plug-in hybrid 

are really where it’s at. Both employ a 
141-horsepower 2.0-litre four-cylinder 
combined with an electric motor to 
produce 188 net horsepower. 

The Hybrid’s system allows for max-
imum electric-only velocity of 100 km-
h, and has raised the fuel-economy bar 
to 5.4 l/100 km in the city and 5.8 on 
the highway. The Fusion Energi plug 
‘n’ play model uses the same basic 
tech as the Hybrid, but gets a 2.7 l/100 
km city/highway rating using a com-
bination of gas and electric power. It 
can also travel up to 30 kilometres on 
electric-only propulsion and has a to-
tal estimated range of more than 1,000 
kilometres. 

Available communications and safe-
ty content includes keep-you-in-line 
lane-monitoring system, keep-your-
distance adaptive cruise control, con-
fidence-boosting parking-spot assist 
and shoulder-check-augmenting blind 
spot and cross-traffic alerts, while in-
flatable belts in the rear seats are op-
tional.

2015 FORD Focus 2015 FORD Fusion

F  ord is making great use of its 
parts bin to continually improve 
its cars. The 2015 Focus gets 

similar styling tweaks found on the 
smaller Fiesta, including a new hood, 
LED head- and taillights, grille, 
bumpers and more. But it’s under 
that new metal where the Focus gains 
the most. The 1.0-litre three-cylinder 
turbocharged “EcoBoost” engine will 
find a second home in the larger Focus, 
although it still packs the same 123 
horsepower and 148 pound-feet of 
torque. 

And while the Fiesta only has five 
gears in its application, the Focus 
will get six. Fuel figures have yet to 
be revealed, but expect this to be a 
significantly greener machine given 
how much “oomph” you give up 
compared with the base model. At 
the other end of the spectrum, the 
ST performance model takes all the 
positives of the Focus and then adds a 
list of improvements aimed at buyers 
who otherwise might be in the mood 
for a Volkswagen GTI. 

The 2.0-litre “EcoBoost” 
turbocharged four-cylinder produces 
252 horsepower and even features 
“overboost” with a giant slug of mid-

range torque added. The ST is still 
front-wheel-drive, but uses a stiffer 
suspension, bigger and stickier tires 
and a variety of electronic systems to 
make it a true back-road hero. The 
ST gets unique parts inside and out, 
including more supportive seats and 
only comes with a six-speed manual 
transmission. 

The Focus Electric continues with its 
143-horsepower motor and lithium-
ion battery pack that can deliver a 
claimed range of 122 kilometres. By 
Ford’s clock, recharging takes three 
to four hours from a 240-volt home 
station. The car gets special wheels, 
low-rolling-resistance tires and other 
wind-cheating aids. Like other electric 
cars, the Focus isn’t inexpensive with 
an MSRP of $39,200 before tax rebates 
and other incentives, but there aren’t 
many downsides if you can afford it. 
All the “unique” Focus models only 
come in four-door hatchback form, but 
the “regular” cars can be had as sedans. 

The standard 2.0-litre four-cylinder 
engine is rated at 160 horsepower and 
is connected to a five-speed manual 
transmission. Optional is a six-speed 
automated manual gearbox with 
paddle shifters.

Even three years after its introduction, the Fusion remains one of the most striking 
sedans on the market.

 Ford’s updated main-
stream compact is now 

available with the same 
fuel-sipping three-cylinder 
engine from the Fiesta 
along with smoking-hot ST 
performance, or, oppositely, 
electric economy.
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The new-for-2015 MKC faces 
off against the BMW X3 
Mercedes-Benz GLA and 

other upscale car-based wagons. 
Lincoln’s design team began with the 
Ford Escape platform and created a 
unique and handsome shape. 

The MKC’s luxury content 
ensures there will be little, if any, 
commonality with the Escape. It’s 
also a quieter inside, thanks in part 
to Active Noise Control, which uses 
hidden microphones and a special 
control module to create opposing 
sound waves sent through the car’s 
speakers that cancel out unwanted 
engine noises. The system can 
be combined with continuously 
adjustable shock damping, power-
assisted electric steering, variable 
transmission shift mapping plus 
traction and stability control to 
form “Lincoln Drive Control.” The 
result, says Lincoln, is improved 
ride and handling in Normal, Sport, 
or Comfort modes, as selected by the 
driver. 

The base turbocharged 2.0-litre 

four-cylinder makes 240 horsepower 
and a stout 270 pound-feet of 
torque. The optional 2.3-litre turbo-
four is rated at 285 horsepower and 
300 pound-feet of torque. Each is 
paired with a six-speed automatic 
transmission with paddle-shift 
controls. All-wheel-drive is included 
regardless of which engine you 
choose. 

Base models include dual-zone 
climate control, heated power-
adjustable front-row leather seats, 
backup camera, and “Lincoln 

Premium Sound” with voice-
activated communications and 
infotainment systems. Opting 
for the more expensive (by about 
$10,000) turbo-2.3 model adds a 
voice-activated navigation system, 
heated and cooled front seats and 
heated rear seats, hands-free power 
liftgate and blind-spot detection 
that detects vehicles approaching 
from either side on the highway. 
More leading-edge protective safety 
items can be yours if you tick off the 
appropriate option boxes.

2015 LINCOLN MKC (new for 2015)
Lincoln takes it small and tall, which 
is in step with many other producers 
of premium compact wagons.

Base price (incl. destination): $41,800
Type: Four-door compact utility 
vehicle
Base engine (hp): 2.0-litre DOHC I4, 
turbocharged (240)
Optional engine (hp): 2.3-litre DOHC 
I4, turbocharged (285)
Layout: Front-engine, all-wheel-drive
Transmission: Six-speed automatic
L/100 km (city/hwy): 12.4/9.0 (2.0)
Safety: Front airbags; side-impact 
airbags; side-curtain airbags with 
rollover protection; anti-lock brakes; 
stability control with anti-rollover 
software
Weight (kg): 1,720

Both standard and 
available engines are of the 
turbocharged-four-cylinder 
variety, with each linked 
to six-speed automatic 
transmissions; AWD is a 
standard item.

Despite auto execs having heart 
attacks whenever someone 
mentions “station wagon”, pre-

ferring that ugly “crossover” term in-
stead, that’s exactly what the MKT is 
to the flagship MKS sedan. So it has 
recently received the same tweaks and 
improvements to better reflect Lin-
coln’s latest product push. The wider 
and classier “wing” grille cleaned up 
the messy face a little, while the 18- 
and 19-inch wheel designs were new, 
too. The four extra-wide doors lead to 
a handsome cabin with room for up to 
seven passengers (six, if the third-row 
bucket seats are selected) plus stowage 
space that’s in the gigantic Navigator 
model’s range. 

Interior appointments are in keeping 
with Lincoln’s live-large luxury heritage 
and both the dashboard and control 
panel are revised so they can be more 
easily mastered. Buyers have only one 
choice when it comes to drivetrains; a 

365-horsepower 3.5-litre turbocharged 
“EcoBoost” V6 powers all four wheels 
via a six-speed-automatic transmission 
controlled by steering-wheel-mounted 
paddle shifters. All MKTs get Lincoln 
Drive Control and continuously con-
trolled damping that together allow 
drivers to choose between sportier or 
more comfort-oriented suspension, 
steering and shifting settings. 

All MKTs come with tri-zone climate 
controls (driver, passenger and rear-
seat), an oversized fixed-glass sunroof, 
premium leather seat coverings for the 
first two rows, adaptive headlamps 
that pivot as the vehicle turns, Lincoln 
Sync voice-activated communications 
and entertainment system and revised 
MyLincoln Touch for the audio and 
climate controls. A reverse camera 
system is also included as is a power 
liftgate, climate-controlled front seats, 
10-speaker audio package and 19-inch 
wheels.

2015 LINCOLN MKZ 2015 LINCOLN MKT

The MKZ is Lincoln’s first proven 
result of being able to not 
only translate a concept car to 

production faithfully, but also be able 
to hide the Ford mechanical bits it uses 
under the skin. 

On sale for model year 2013, 
the signature “waterfall” grille was 
replaced by a series of horizontal bars. 
But for real design drama you can’t 
beat the sweep of the roofline that flows 
well past the rear-most roof pillar, 
almost to the trailing edge of the body. 
The car’s massive windshield and rear 
window glass, including the optional 
retractable panoramic sunroof, makes 
it doubtful passenger claustrophobia 
will pose a problem. 

Inside is an ultra-sophisticated 
leather-covered and wood-trimmed 
interior plus a floor console extending 
seamlessly almost the full length of 
the cabin. In back, optional inflatable 
seatbelts for outboard riders cushion 
their heads and necks in the event 
of frontal crash. In the suspension 
department, continuously adjustable 
shock damping, power-assisted electric 
steering, variable transmission-shift-
mapping plus traction and stability 

control all combine to form Lincoln 
Drive Control. The result, says 
Lincoln, is improved ride and handling 
in Normal, Sport, or Comfort modes, 
as selected by the driver. A push-
button gear selector next to the gauges 
replaces the traditional floor shifter. 

Powerplant choices consist of a 
240-horsepower 2.0-litre four-cylinder 
“EcoBoost” (turbocharged) four-
cylinder. Optional is a 300-horsepower 
3.7-litre V6 that Ford also installs in 
vehicles as diverse as the Mustang and 
the Explorer tall wagon. MKZ returns 
in an available gasoline-electric 
Hybrid model that’s fitted with a 
141-horsepower 2.0-litre four-cylinder 
combined with an electric motor. The 
net output is 188 horsepower. The 
turbo and the V6 come with six-speed 
transmissions that send torque only to 
the front wheels with the former, or all 
four wheels if the V6 is specified. The 
front-wheel-drive-only Hybrid uses a 
continuously variable transmission. 

The MKZ can be had with numerous 
crash-mitigating safety systems that 
prevent your participation in rear-end 
mishaps and keep you within your 
intended lane.

Lincoln’s seven-passenger station wagon doesn’t look like anything else, which is great 
if you happen to be into unique things

 Lincoln offers one of 
the sleekest mid-size 

luxury sedans around, with 
plenty of smart technology; 
Regular “EcoBoost” 
and Hybrid models are 
identically priced
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For those who enjoy living - and 
driving - large, Cadillac has 
the ultimate juggernaut. The 

all-new Escalade and extended-size 
Escalade ESV are more like luxury 
staterooms or penthouses on wheels. 

In the Escalade’s case, first class 
combines maximum comfort and 
performance, along with rugged all-
road capability that it shares with 
General Motors’ less-expensive 
Chevrolet Tahoe/Suburban and GMC 
Yukon relatives. Compared to the 
regular-length Escalade, the ESV is 
20 inches longer overall and has a 
14-inch wheelbase advantage. That 
translates into a considerable gain 
in cargo space with both rear seats 
folded or with the standard third-row 
seat in place. The new sheetmetal 
and massively shaped grilles actually 
make both Escalades look smaller 
somehow. The illusion of a trimmer, 
slimmer wagon is remarkable. 

Keeping the Escalade duo running 
strong is a new Chevrolet-Corvette-
based 6.2-liter V8 that generates 420 
horsepower and 460 pound-feet of 

torque. It’s connected to a six-speed 
automatic transmission. The engine 
incorporates direct fuel injection and 
is rather potent, even in a big machine 
such as the Escalade. Cadillac claims 
the Escalade can dash to 60 mph 
from rest in less than six seconds - 
but rear-wheel-drive fuel efficiency 
has increased slightly to 15 mpg in 
the city and 21 mpg on the highway 
(previously 14/18). A new four-
wheel-drive unit system optional in 
regular-length and ESV Escalades 
can be left in fully automatic mode, or 

in manually selected 4 HI for added 
traction in mud and snow conditions. 

All Escalades come with tri-zone 
climate control, heated and cooled 
front seats and heated second-row 
seats, power-folding third-row seat, 
navigation system and a 16-speaker 
Bose-brand audio package. You could 
spend less money on a similarly sized 
alternative from Chevrolet or GMC, 
but for anyone with the means and 
the inclination, the luxury-laden 
Escalade is simply too big to miss, in 
more ways than one.

2015 CADILLAC Escalade (new for 2015)
Everything you might expect in a 
three-ton, eight-passenger rig, and 
much more

Base price (incl. destination): $72,700
Type: Four-door luxury sport-utility 
vehicle
Base engine (hp): 6.2-liter OHV V8 
(420)
 Layout: Front-engine, rear- /four-
wheel-drive
Transmission: Six-speed automatic
MPG (city/hwy): 15/21 (4x2)
Safety: Front airbags; side-impact 
airbags; side-curtain airbags; front-
seat center airbag; anti-lock brakes; 
traction control; stability control
Weight (lb.): 5,600

Everything you might expect 
in a three-ton, eight-passenger 
rig, and much more.

2015 CADILLAC ATS Coupe & Sedan

While Cadillac’s entry-level ATS has 
earned critical praise for its no-bull 
approach to performance, it has taken 

a couple years to introduce its first variant: 
a coupe. The new two-door shares the same 
wheelbase with the sedan, but obviously gets its 
own sheet-metal from the firewall back. 

And while the sedan and coupe do share a 
new grille with the revised Cadillac badge, the 
Coupe’s is slightly more aggressive. The Coupe 
also uses a wider track (the space between the 
left and right wheels) and unique fenders to hide 
the standard 18-inch wheels (versus 17-inchers 
on the sedan.) Both are smaller than the CTS, 
but where the ATS family really excels is its light 
1,550-kilogram curb weight. Part of the dieting 
process involves an aluminum hood, natural-
fibre door panels and magnesium engine-mount 

brackets.
Although the ATS is available with a relatively 

potent 321-horsepower 3.6-litreV6, Cadillac is 
making available two additional four-cylinder 
offerings. Base sedans get a 202-horsepower 
2.5-litre unit, while a 2.0-litre turbocharged four-
cylinder is standard in the coupe and optional on 
sedan. 

The turbo’s 272 horsepower is unaltered, but it 
now boasts 295 pound-feet of torque (versus 260 
before), trumping similarly sized turbo-fours 
employed in the Audi A4 and BMW 3 Series. All 
powerplants are mated to six-speed automatic 
transmissions (required when adding the optional 
all-wheel-drive on all but base four-bangers), 
but in keeping with its performance nature (and 
to sway Euro-sedan fans) the turbo engine is 
available with a six-speed manual. Regardless 

of drivetrain, the ATS’s sporty demeanor can be 
amplified with an optional suspension package 
that includes larger Brembo-brand brakes and 
magnetic ride control that constantly adjusts 
the suspension characteristics according to road 
conditions and driver input. 

The ATS is offered with CUE (Cadillac User 
Experience) that manages the car’s voice-
activated communications, infotainment, and 
mobile devices through an eight-inch touch-
screen. The ATS would seem to be matching its 
competitors stride for stride in safety with up to 
10 airbags plus an array of the latest in collision-
avoidance software/gear. New features for 2015 
include optional wireless phone charging and 
standard in-car OnStar-based 4G LTE Internet 
connectivity and wi-fi hotspot so passengers can 
stay buried in their wireless devices.

 The entry point into the world of Cadillac is a sporty four-door 
sedan that won’t break the bank, now joined by a two-door coupe
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Spend any time with the Buick Regal, 
and its charms are easily apparent. 
Its ride is firm and not pillow soft, 

and it actually steers. 
The automobile’s clean, yet expressive 

look is a far cry from just about any 
other Buick ever built, and has intricate 
headlights with LED detailing. 

The standard 2.0-litre turbocharged 
four-cylinder was heavily fortified 
on the inside for 2014 and packs 259 
horsepower and 295 pound-feet of 
torque. The same engine can be found in 
the high-performance GS model without 
any major differences. Peak boost from 
the turbocharger is a stout 24 pounds 
per square inch. Turbocharged models 
are available with all-wheel-drive and 
a six-speed automatic transmission, 
while the front-wheel-drive GS is the 
only Regal that uses a six-speed manual 
transmission. 

Regal is still available with the 
182-horsepower 2.4-litre “eAssist” 
electric system. Available as a front-
driver only, it packages a 15-kilowatt 
electric helper motor and small lithium-
ion battery that helps bring fuel economy 
up by a claimed 25 per cent with its 
six-speed automatic transmission. The 
upscale European influence can be 

clearly seen inside the Regal with plenty 
of stitched leather and wood trim that’s 
offset by a tasteful amount of satin nickel 
brightwork on the door panels, steering 
wheel and center console. Regals are sold 
very well equipped, which means plenty 
of power-operated and luxury-oriented 
content is part of the standard package. 

All models use Buick’s revised touch-
screen IntelliLink, including those 
with optional navigation. A console-
mounted control knob that operates 
the optional premium audio, navigation 
and Bluetooth-enabled phone systems 
is available, as is the Interactive Drive 
Control System offered in turbo-equipped 
versions. This feature electronically 

adjusts the suspension travel and 
transmission shift points according 
to three different settings: Normal for 
all-around use; Tour for maximum 
passenger comfort; and Sport mode for 
maximum road holding. The system also 
adapts to individual driving styles by 
altering the suspension, steering effort 
and throttle response. Regals use many 
of the active safety systems found on the 
larger LaCrosse, including blind-spot 
and lane-change warning, front-collision 
alert and active cruise control. The only 
significant change is the addition of an 
OnStar-based 4G LTE system with a 
built-in wi-fi hotspot, and the ability to 
read text messages on the go.

2015 buICK Regal
Few people would guess that the sleek 
and planted-looking Regal is actually 
a Buick, and after a 2014 update it’s a 
much nicer package inside and out

Base price (incl. destination): $35,500
Type: Four-door sedan
Base Engine (hp): 2.0-litre DOHC I4, 
turbocharged (259)
Optional engine (hp): 2.4-litre DOHC I4 
with integrated electric motor (182)
Layout: Front-engine, front- /all-
wheel-drive
Transmission: Six-speed automatic; 
six-speed manual (FWD GS only)
l/100 km (city/highway): 9.6/6.5 (2.4)
Safety: Front airbags; side-impact 
airbags; side-curtain airbags; anti-
lock brakes; traction control; stability 
control.
Weight (kg): 1,600

Heavily updated 2.0-litre 
turbocharged four-cylinder 
produces 259 horsepower in 
both regular and extra-spicy 
GS; available 182-horsepower 
2.4-litre “eAssist” engine with 
15-kilowatt electric motor

In only four years the Verano has 
become a serious option for en-
try-level luxury buyers, especially 

against rivals such as the Acura ILX. 
But the 250-horsepower Turbo model, 
introduced for 2013, will have plenty 
of competition for its $30,000 starting 
price as Mercedes-Benz and Audi have 
compact sedans with similar power for 
similar bucks. As the name implies, the 
Turbo uses a 2.0-litre turbocharged 
four-cylinder that happens to be bor-
rowed from the Regal, which maintains 
its edge with all-wheel-drive . . . which 
you can’t get in any Verano. 

The Turbo Verano comes with all 
the toys that are optional on lesser 
models, including heated leather seats 
and steering wheel and a nine-speaker 
Bose-brand audio system. And it costs 
$34,000 compared with the larger Re-
gal GS at $38,000, which has the same 
basic engine. Quite the bargain. Regu-
lar Verano models start at a much lower 
$25,500 and although base models 
come with leatherette (vinyl) and cloth 
seats, premium versions feature plenty 
of wood trim and overstuffed leather-
covered seat cushions. 

For any compact car, this is ground-

breaking. The Verano’s designers say 
they’ve gone out of their way to make 
the cabin a place of exemplary peace 
and quiet. They added five layers of 
acoustic material within the headliner, 
sound-absorbing foam and other in-
sulating materials stuffed into every 
possible nook and cranny, all door 
openings are triple sealed and the use 
of thicker windshield and side glass 
for additional noise reduction. Other 
sound-defeating measures include spe-
cially designed tires and alloy wheels 
plus “quiet-tuned” intake and exhaust 
systems for the standard 180-horse-
power 2.4-litre four-cylinder engine 
that’s mated to a six-speed automatic 
transmission (there’s an optional six-
speed manual for the Turbo). 

Other standard gear includes dual-
zone climate control, a rear-view cam-
era, 10 standard airbags and GM’s 
OnStar concierge/help line that can 
also activate various functions (open 
doors, check fuel level, etc.) from your 
smart phone. Also optional is a heated 
steering wheel, push-button start, elec-
tronic parking brake, premium Bose 
audio package and 18-inch alloy wheels 
(17-inchers are standard).

2015 buICK Verano
Little Buick sedan 
boasts a nice ride, 

big trunk and a refined 
cabin for a luxury sedan 
starting around $25,000; 
Turbo model is faster 
than it looks
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Although GM’s new full-size 
truck-based sport-utility 
vehicles are all new for 2015, 

the Buick Enclave as well as the 
rest of the company’s three-row 
car-based triplets deliver the big 
sales and profits. 

The Enclave, along with the CMC 
Acadia and Chevrolet Traverse, 
received a substantial refresh for 
2013. Everything forward of the 
A-pillar was changed, including 
sharper headlamps, LED running 
lights and more prominent fenders. 
The rear remained familiar, 
accented by light-emitting-diode 
(LED) taillights. The vehicle’s 
impressive utility is unchanged 
thanks to three rows of seats 
with room for either seven or 
eight riders, depending on the 
configuration. The second row 
slides to provide access to the 
spacious back row that’s actually 
habitable for adults. A twist of 
the key fires a 288-horsepower 
3.6-litre V6 that operates through a 
six-speed automatic transmission. 

The Enclave begins as a front-
wheel-driver, but all-wheel-drive 
is optional. As befits a Buick, the 
Enclave is all about luxury as well 
as practicality. Even base models 
include enough features to make 
German-car owners jealous. 
Safety is covered with seven 
airbags (including the industry’s 
first centre-mounted airbag that 
protects the driver and front-
row passenger from strikes to the 
opposite side the vehicle), a rear 
back-up camera and a year’s worth 
of OnStar, GM’s satellite-based 
live-voice assistance centre. 

Other safety tech includes 
available camera-based systems 
that warn of oncoming collisions 
or if you change lanes without 
signaling, and blind-spot warning 
and rear cross-traffic alert. Moving 
up the trim ladder adds perforated-
leather seats (heated in front) with 
memory, a new-for-2015 heated 
wood steering wheel, 19- or 20-
inch wheels and fancier trim. A 
wide assortment of features can 
be ladled on such as navigation, 
skylight-style sunroof, a 10-speaker 
touch-screen audio package and a 
DVD entertainment system.

2015 buICK Enclave
Buick’s eight-passenger people mover 
started the brand’s rejuvenation, and 
recent updates help keep things more 
than fresh; minor changes for 2015.

Base price (incl. destination): $49,000
Type: Four-door sport utility wagon
Engine (hp): 3.6-litre DOHC V6 (288)
Layout: Front-engine, front- /all-
wheel-drive
Transmission: Six-speed automatic
l/100 km (city/highway): 14.2/9.9 
(FWD)
Safety: Front airbags; side-impact 
airbags; side-curtain airbags; anti-
lock brakes; traction control; stability 
control
Weight (kg): 2,170

The 288-horsepower 3.6-litre 
V6 is hooked to a six-speed 
automatic transmission that 
drives the front wheels; all-
wheel-drive is optional.
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Despite the car being on life 
support, there still was plenty 
of shock when Chevrolet 

deep-sixed its old thousand-year-old 
Impala. But the result is a fantastic 
effort that has shaken out well in its 
year on the market. 

Chevrolet’s enhanced flagship 
shares the same platform with 
Cadillac’s top-positioned XTS, but 
its appearance is far more broad-
shouldered and defined than that of 
the Caddy. 

There’s more to admire inside with 
a highly sculpted gauge layout and 
control panel. An available eight-inch 
touch-screen above the audio and 
ventilation controls provides access 
to the Impala’s navigation, phone and 
infotainment systems and flips up to 
reveal a secret compartment for small 
valuables and your USB music device 
or smart phone that plugs right in. The 
Impala features some serious cabin-
noise abatement, including active 
noise cancellation for four-cylinder 
Impalas. It uses hidden microphones 
and a special control module to create 
opposing sound waves sent through 
the car’s speakers to cancel out low-

engine-speed droning. 
The four-cylinder reference might 

shock diehard Impala fans who could 
have never imagined such an engine 
in a full-size sedan, although there is 
now only one available. The old eAssist 
“mild hybrid” is gone, leaving only 
the base 195-horsepower 2.5-litre. 
However, Chevrolet has installed 
hybrid-esque start/stop technology 
that kills the engine when the vehicle 
is stationary and then refires it when 
the brake is released, which improves 
its city fuel consumption by five per 
cent to 10.6 l/100 km. For maximum 
potency, a 305-horsepower 3.6-litre 

V6 (which was the sole engine choice 
on the previous Impala) is optional. 
There will be a bi-fuel version of the V6 
available for fleet use that can run on 
either gasoline or compressed natural 
gas, but power is limited to about 
260 horses. A six-speed automatic 
transmission connects to all. 

The base Impala LS includes 
the air/cruise/tilt basics plus 10 
standard airbags, with the mid-
grade LT significantly upping content 
levels. The LTZ will provide a full-on 
luxury experience with leather seats, 
power sunroof, navigation and other 
goodies. 

2015 CHEVROLET Impala
Such a dramatic departure from the 
previous full-size sedan . . . how can you 
not love it? Maybe you don’t have to go 
smaller to save gas.

Base price (incl. destination): $30,400
Type: Four-door sedan
Base engine (hp): 2.5-litre DOHC I4 
(195)
Optional engine (hp): 3.6-litre DOHC 
V6 (305; 260 in bi-fuel)
Layout: Front-engine, front-wheel-
drive
Transmission: Six-speed automatic
l/100 km (city/highway): 10.6/7.5 
(2.5)
Safety: Front airbags; side-impact 
airbags; side-curtain airbags; anti-
lock brakes; stability control; traction 
control
Weight (kg): 1,630

Three engine choices, 
including a fuel-conserving 
four-cylinder now with stop-
start technology that replaces 
the older mild-hybrid system; 
punchy 305-horse V6 now 
available with bi-fuel option, 
although with less power; six-
speed automatic transmission 
is common to all.

2015 CHEVROLET Cruze

While Chevrolet has been 
winning hearts with the 
incredibly stylish Impala, its 

older products have been in need of a 
little more pizzazz. So the Cruze gets 
a small facelift for 2015 with a more 
prominent set of intakes and a slightly 
revised grille. And, like virtually every 
other vehicle on the market, LED 
running lights are standard on the 
higher trim levels. Mechanically, things 
remain unchanged. 

The 2.0-litre turbo-diesel engine 
offers more horsepower and torque -- 
151 and 264, respectively -- than either 
of the gasoline engines, and torque can 
reach 280 pound-feet for brief bursts of 
flat-out acceleration. While its zero-to-
60-mph time in the mid-eight-second 
range will be enjoyed by some, everyone 
will appreciate the 700-plus-mile 
cruising range, thanks to a headline 5.1 
l/100 km highway fuel-economy figure. 
The diesel only comes one way: starting 
at $26,700 (including destination) and 
with equipment equivalent to a 2LT trim 
in regular Cruzes. That means niceties 
like leather seats, heated front seats, a 
nicer instrument cluster with chrome 
trim, 17-inch wheels, rear spoiler and 
more. 

Most Cruze trims include the MyLink 
radio (that streams music via Bluetooth), 
voice recognition and compatibility 
with Pandora Internet radio. A seven-
inch colour touch-screen stereo with 
navigation and USB port can be had 
in virtually every model, while driver 
convenience packages on most trims 
include a number of useful options such 
as power seats, auto-dimming rearview 
mirrors, rear-vision camera and more. 

The Cruze’s standard and optional 
powerplants are diminutive but 
more than adequate. The base car is 
equipped with a 1.8-litre four-cylinder 
that produces 138 horsepower and 123 
pound-feet of torque. Move up to the 
LT and LTZ you’ll get and a smaller -- 
less is more here, apparently -- 1.4-litre 
turbocharged four-cylinder that’s also 
rated at 138 horsepower but with 25 
pound-feet more torque. 

The 1.8 offers a choice of a six-speed 
manual transmission, or optional six-
speed automatic, while the 1.4 turbo is 
only available with the automatic. All 
Cruze models include 10 airbags, while 
the standard stability control includes 
a rollover-sensing program that will 
deploy the airbags if it detects the car is 
about to tip over.

While the next 
generation Cruze has 

been delayed slightly, 
Chevrolet makes the 2015 
model look more like its 
larger siblings. 
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Before the introduction of the 
2014 Corvette Stingray, it had 
been an awfully long time since a 

Corvette was considered beautiful. The 
wedge-shaped body and grinning grille 
are symbolic of previous editions, yet 
the car is completely new. 

The convertible is not merely a coupe 
without a roof, but a highly detailed 
sculpture that carries shapes and 
themes from the body to the interior 
and back. But the reborn Z06 -- 
available in both coupe and convertible 
this time -- turns that beauty straight 
to menace. New for 2015, it has wider 
wheels than the base Stingray and 
it gets a plethora of air intakes on 
the body and the carbon-fiber hood. 
Other mods include a front splitter 
with carbon spats, extended fender 
flares, an eight-centimetre wider rear 
fascia and the small rear spoiler from 
the regular Stingray’s performance 
package. If that’s not enough, the 
optional Z07 package gets the car 
even more track ready with unique 
adjustable aerodynamic bits, stickier 
Michelin tires and Brembo-sourced 
carbon ceramic brake rotors. 

The dashing cockpit is the design 

equal to the exterior, something the 
‘Vette faithful have waited ages to 
see. Since the new Z06 is supposed to 
replace both the old ZR1 as well as the 
Z06, its engine is more closely related 
to the former. It uses a supercharged 
6.2-litre V8 with 650 horsepower 
and 650 pound-feet of torque. Those 
are serious jumps over the base 
Stingray with its 6.2-litre V8 worth 
455 horsepower and 460 pound-feet 
of torque. It uses direct fuel injection 
and variable valve timing to best the 
previous 6.2’s rating of 430/424. Both 
the seven-speed manual transmission 
and newly introduced optional eight-
speed automatic are available across 
the Stingray and Z06 lines. 

The seven-speed’s “Active Rev 
Matching” blips the throttle when 

upshifting/downshifting for smooth 
gear transitions and better vehicle 
stability, such as when gearing down 
while braking for a corner. Standard 
is a five-position selector knob with 
settings for Weather (ratchets up the 
stability and traction controls), Eco 
for maximum fuel economy, Tour 
(standard default position), Sport (firms 
up the suspension and throttle settings 
and reduces exhaust backpressure) 
and Track (really firm and loud plus it 
adds a lap timer to the electronic gauge 
panel). The Z51 performance option for 
the base Stingray boosts engine output 
to 460 ponies and adds a performance 
suspension and exhaust system, beefier 
Brembo-labeled brakes, larger wheels 
and tires and both differential and oil 
coolers.

2015 CHEVROLET Corvette
The Corvette makes economic mince-
meat out of the competition, excelling in 
design and total performance. Drop-top 
convertible models and a reborn Z06 
simply add to the desirability. 

Base price (incl. destination): $58,000 
(coupe); $64,400 (convertible)
Type: Two-door coupe/convertible
Base engine (hp): 6.2-litre OHV V8 
(455)
Optional engine (hp): 6.2-litre OHV V8, 
supercharged (650, Z06)
Layout: Front-engine, rear-wheel-
drive
Transmissions: Seven-speed manual; 
eight-speed automatic (opt.)
l/100 km (city/hwy): 13.7/8.2(base, 
MT)
Safety: Front airbags; side-impact 
airbags; anti-lock brakes; traction 
control; stability control.
Weight (kg): 1,500 (coupe)

The 6.2-litre V8 engine makes 455 
horsepower with the help of direct 
fuel injection and variable valve 
timing; Z06 gets supercharged 
version with 650 horsepower; 
shifting is through a seven-speed 
manual transmission or no-extra-
cost new eight-speed automatic, 
even for the Z06.

2015 CHEVROLET Cruze

The Trax is an 
a f f o r d a b l e 
solution for those 

desiring a small wagon with space for 
five, available all-wheel-drive and 
with a strong aversion to the fuel 
pumps. 

Front seating is on the cozy side, 
but there’s more shoulder room in 
back if you limit the rider count to 
two (there are seat belts for three). 
With the rear 60:40 bench and front 
passenger seat folded flat there’s 
stowage space for plenty of bulky 
stuff, up to nearly 250 centimetres 
in length, in fact. The only engine is 
a 1.4-litre turbocharged four-cylinder 
borrowed from Chevy’s Cruze and 
Sonic models (and also used on the 
similarly sized Buick Encore) making 
138 horsepower and 148-pound-feet 
of torque. It’s backed by a six-speed 
manual transmission in base models, 
but the rest get a six-speed automatic 
transmission. 

The starting-point LS model comes 
with 10 airbags, including rear side-
impact and front-knee inflatables 
plus an introductory subscription to 
GM’s OnStar emergency/concierge 

and direction assist service. Air 
conditioning, a rear-view camera, 
roof rack, deluxe seat covers and 
16-inch aluminum wheels are also 
included. Stepping up to the LT gets 
you a backup warning system, six-way 
power driver’s seat, remote starter 
and Chevrolet’s MyLink seven-inch 
touch-screen communications and 
infotainment system with a Bose 
premium audio package. 

The premium LTZ arrives dressed 
up with 18-inch wheels, leather-like 
seat coverings (heated in front), auto-
dimming rearview mirror and fog 
lights. The available all-wheel-drive 
system automatically engages when 
the vehicle accelerates from a stop 
(to counteract torque steer, which is 
the tendency for the vehicle to pull to 
left or right when accelerating), but 
reverts to front-wheel-drive once the 
car gets rolling. 

It also redistributes power to the 
rear tires as needed when the fronts 
begin to lose traction. Along with all-
wheel-drive, a power sunroof and 
navigation are optional.

The Trax is part of 
a growing niche of 

compact tall wagons that 
deliver on style, decent-
sized passenger and cargo 
space and modest fuel 
consumption.

2015 CHEVROLET Malibu

It has been a couple years since 
Chevrolet redesigned the 2013 
Malibu following criticism for 

the car’s lack of rear seat room. For 
2014, Chevrolet rolled forward all 
the changes it had planned for the 
Malibu’s mid-cycle update, probably 
two years earlier than planned. 

Exterior changes included a more 
aggressive grille and lower fascia, 
although the Camaro-inspired 
taillights and rear end remained 
unchanged. Inside, the Malibu’s 
stylists appeared to have gone all 
out to improve on the previous 
update. A redesigned centre console 
provided more room and storage, 
while engineers somehow used 
black magic to deliver another 3.2 
centimetres of rear legroom without 
altering the exterior dimensions. 
Standard on all but the base model 

is Chevrolet’s MyLink touch-screen 
audio/communications system with 
a faceplate that pivots upward to 
reveal a hidden 15-centimetre-deep 
storage area.

The base engine remains a 
2.5-litre four-cylinder that makes 
197 horsepower, although it features 
direct fuel injection and a system 
that shuts off the engine when the 
vehicle is at rest, then fires it up 
when the brake pedal is released. 

The latter, all by itself, is 
estimated to help fuel efficiency by 
five percent. 

Optional is an updated 
turbocharged 2.0-litre four-cylinder 
rated at 259 horsepower and 295 
pound-feet of torque. New for 2015 
is an OnStar-based mobile internet 
Wi-Fi hotspot so that all aboard can 
get online whenever they want.

The Malibu development team is likely breathing easier after turning around a mid-
cycle redesign in only 18 months, so no little change for 2015.
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For hard-working, hard-playing 
people with moderate towing 
and hauling requirements, it 

doesn’t get much better than the 
new Chevrolet Colorado and close 
facsimile GMC Canyon pickups. Both 
return for 2015 (they were phased 
out after the 2012 model year) in 
bigger and more powerful forms, but 
remain smaller and less capable than 
the full-size Chevy Silverado/GMC 
Sierra. 

Still, for many pickup fans, they 
have plenty to offer, whether it’s 
the four-door extended-cab with a 
five-foot-two-inch (157-centimetre) 
box, or the four-door crew cab that 
comes with a four-foot-two-inch 
(127-centimetre) or available five-
foot-two-inch (157-centimetre) 
bed. There is no regular-cab 
model available. Each cab style 
can be had with a 200-horsepower 
2.5-litre four-cylinder, or optional 
305-horsepower V6. A six-speed 
manual transmission is standard with 
the 2.5, while a six-speed automatic 
is optional, but standard with the 
V6. Interestingly, the V6 comes very 
close to matching the four-cylinder 

in the l/100 km department (11.9 
city and 8.8 highway for the four-
cylinder versus 13.0/9.2 for rear-
wheel-drive models). It’s also the one 
to buy when hauling payloads up to 
725 kilograms or towing up to 3,175 
kilograms (double the 2.5’s capacity). 
Colorados can be had in base, WT 
(Work Truck), LT and Z71 4x4 trim 
levels. The latter is equipped with an 
off-road suspension package, locking 
rear differential, all-terrain rubber, 
automatic transmission and hill-
descent control. All Colorados come 
with a corner-step rear bumper (no 
need for an external stair to access 

the bed), a locking tailgate and two-
tier loading that, by sliding braces 
and a platform that you supply, 
creates two separate cargo areas. 
There are, of course, a plethora 
of options and packages for the 
Colorado, including leather seats 
(heated in front), eight-inch touch-
screen, navigation system, and a 
factory-installed spray-on bed liner. 
In terms of safety, a forward collision 
alert and lane departure warning 
can be added (a rear-vision camera 
is standard). For 2016, GM plans to 
offer a 2.8-litre four-cylinder turbo-
diesel option.

2015 CHEVROLET Colorado (new for 2015)
General Motors gets its mid-size groove 
back after a two-model-year absence; 
extended and crew cabs available.

Base price (incl. destination): $23,300
Type: Four-door mid-size pickup
base engine (hp): 2.5-litre DOHC I4 
(200)
Optional engine (hp): 3.6-litre DOHC 
V6 (305)
Layout: Front-engine, rear- /four-
wheel-drive
Transmissions: Six-speed manual; six-
speed automatic (opt.)
l/100 km (city/hwy): 12.2/9.1 (2.5 MT, 
RWD)
Safety: Front airbags; front/rear side-
impact airbags; side-curtain airbags 
(opt.); anti-lock brakes; traction 
control; stability control.
Weight (kg): 1,780

Base four-cylinder and 
optional V6 engines available 
with all cab styles, as is four-
wheel-drive.

2015 CHEVROLET SIlverado HD

Chevrolet’s 2500- and 3500-series 
heavy-duty trucks are intended 
to be hard-working commercial 

rigs. That’s why the stuff they haul 
is called “payload” since someone is 
most likely writing the HD owner/
operator a check for transporting some 
very heavy and/or valuable gear. 

The usual cab styles return, but the 
extended-cab is replaced by a new 
double-cab with rear doors that are 
hinged at the front. As well, both the 
five-foot-six-inch (167-centimetre) 
and eight-foot cargo (243-centimetre) 
beds have a built-in recessed step at 
each corner for easier access. All HD 
powertrains return unaltered for 2015. 
The base 6.0-litre gasoline V8 puts 
out 360 horsepower and 380 pound-
feet of torque. Chevrolet also offers a 
bi-fuel version of the 6.0 that can be 
switched from gasoline to natural gas, 
although power drops to 301 horses 
and 333 pound-feet of torque. For 
serious grunt, there’s the optional 
6.6-litre turbo-diesel V8 rated at 397 
horsepower and 765 pound-feet of 
torque. Both engines use six-speed 
automatic transmissions: a GM-
developed Hydramatic comes with the 
6.0; and the turbo-diesel employs an 
Allison-built unit. 

Chevy includes its “smart exhaust 
brake system” to the turbo-diesel that, 
when coasting, holds compressed 
exhaust gasses inside the engine’s 
cylinders, creating resistance, which 
in turn slows down the truck without 
touching the brakes. The result is less 
wear and tear on the brake hardware 
and greater control for the driver, 
especially when hauling or towing 
heavy loads downhill. Included is a 
stability program that reduces the 
trailer’s tendency to wobble about, 
while hill-start assist prevents the HD 
from rolling backward when on an 
incline. 

For the 2015 model year, the 
HD’s maximum hauling capacity 
has increased to 3,508 kilograms 
from 3,275 and conventional towing 
capacity has similarly increased to 
8,890 kilograms from 8,165. Fifth-
wheel-capacity is up to 10,525 from 
10,200. Since the uses for an HD 
pickup vary greatly, the standard and 
optional HD equipment on the WT 
(Work Truck), LT and LTZ trim levels 
is tremendous. And with the luxurious 
new “High Country” trim level (beating 
out the LTZ), you can, quite literally, 
outfit the HD from bare-bones basic to 
over-the-edge luxury.

Chevy follows up on the 
new-for 2014 Silverado 

by launching a similar-
looking, but beefier 2015 
Heavy Duty model.
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The Renegade is the smallest of 
Jeep’s sport utes, and by a long 
shot. It was designed in North 

America, but it’s being built at a Fiat 
plant in Italy and sold in more than 
100 countries. 

The front and rear body overhangs 
are practically non-existent (perfect 
for off-roading) and there’s plenty 
of space between the tires and the 
fenders. The vehicle’s narrow width 
does place a premium on elbowroom, 
but the dash and control panel are 
well laid-out, the oversized knobs 
are clearly marked and the meaty 
steering wheel closely replicates 
what you’ll find in the larger Grand 
Cherokee. 

Base Renegades run with a 1.4-litre 
turbocharged four-cylinder that 
produces 160 horsepower and 184 
pound-feet of torque. The non-
turbo 2.4-litre option puts out 184 
horsepower and 177 pound-feet of 
torque. The 1.4 turbo comes with 
a six-speed manual transmission, 
while the 2.4 is matched to a nine-

speed automatic. Front-wheel-drive 
is standard on all but the top-line 4x4 
Trailhawk, while Active Drive four-
wheel-drive is optional. 

The system’s Auto, Snow, Sand 
and Mud modes are augmented 
by an exclusive Rock setting for 
the Trailhawk. Additionally, the 
Trailhawk comes with a low-range 
20:1 crawl-ratio gearing, unique 
wheels with all-terrain tires plus 
other off-road goodies. Renegades 
equipped with either drivetrain 
should prove reasonably thrifty with 
just 1,400 or so kilograms to move 
around. A gas-saving automatic axle 

disconnect feature for 4x4 models 
will reengage the rear wheels when 
maximum traction is required. The 
base Renegade Sport includes only 
the bare essentials, while up-level 
models add roof rails, fog lights and 
touch-screen audio and hands-free 
Bluetooth communications controls, 
dual-zone climate control, heated 
leather-trimmed seats (including 
eight-way power driver’s seat) and 
18-inch wheels (16- and 17-inchers 
come on lower trims). The optional 
MySky dual glass roof panels can be 
removed to maximize the open-air 
experience.

2015 JEEP Renegade (new for 2015)
And now for something completely 
different: an Italian-American 4x4 that 
takes Jeep’s off-roading expertise into 
the small zone.

Base price (incl. destination): $21,000 
(est.)
Type: Four-door sport-utility vehicle
Base engine (hp): 1.4-litre SOHC I4, 
turbocharged (160)
Optional engine (hp): 2.4-litre SOHC 
I4 (184)
Layout: Front-engine, front- /four-
wheel-drive
Transmissions: Six-speed manual (std. 
1.4 turbo); nine-speed automatic 
(std. 2.4) 
l/100 km (city/hwy): 8.0/6.0 (est.)
Safety: Front airbags; side-curtain 
airbags; side-impact airbags; driver’s 
knee airbag; anti-lock brakes; trac-
tion control; stability control.
Weight (kg): 1,370

Turbocharged and non-
turbocharged four-cylinder 
engines as well as six-speed 
manual and nine-speed 
automatic transmissions; four-
wheel-drive optional with either 
engine.

Although now well into its fourth 
generation, the rugged five-
passenger Grand Cherokee 

remains one of the most popular 
vehicles in its class. 

To keep it there, Jeep has come 
up with more than a few mid-life 
upgrades, both on and below the 
surface. While GC’s on- and off-road 
agility is largely attributable to the 
various suspension components it 
shares with the Mercedes-Benz ML-
class tall wagon (Chrysler was once 
part of the German automaker), the 
Jeep is tuned very differently. 

Under the hood it uses the corporate 
290-horsepower 3.6-litre V6 while the 
360-horsepower 5.7-litre “Hemi” V8 is 
optional. However, Jeep reintroduced a 
turbo-diesel engine in the GC for 2014. 
Although similar in displacement and 
output to the last diesel, the 3.0-litre 
“EcoDiesel” (240 horsepower and 
420 pound-feet of torque) is sourced 
from Italian firm VM Motori rather 
than Mercedes-Benz. It’s the best 

choice for fuel economy, but part of 
those savings are attributable to the 
eight-speed automatic transmission, 
even in the high-powered SRT8. With 
a 470-horsepower 6.4-litre “Hemi”, 
20-inch wheels with stickier road-
biased tires, upgraded brakes, active 
suspension and active limited-slip 
differentials that are now re-tuned 
to send more power to the rear in 
enthusiastic driving, the SRT is one 
Jeep that’s as much fun through 
corners as it is from a standing start. 

Jeep states this beast will reach 60 
mph (96 km-h) in less than five seconds, 
which is made more repeatable thanks 
to standard launch control. 

Other more “normal” GC models -- 
Laredo, Limited, Overland and Summit 

-- are available in either rear- or four-
wheel-drive. The Summit is a full-on 
luxury model that eclipses even the 
already spangly Overland and includes 
adaptive high-intensity-discharge 
headlights and dual exhaust tips, 
while inside everything is slathered in 
“Natura Plus” leather, open-pore wood 
trim, a faux-suede headliner and dual-
pane moonroof. 

The Summit has an 825-watt 
19-speaker Harmon Kardon surround-
sound system. Most GC’s are ordered 
with four-wheel-drive, using either 
Jeep’s Quadra Trac II or Quadra Drive 
II, which includes Jeep’s Selec-Terrain 
control with settings for Sand/Mud; 
Snow; and Rock for off-road terrain 
plus a Sport setting for dry pavement.

2015 JEEP Grand Cherokee
The legendary Grand Cherokee is one of 
the best all-around sport-utility vehicles 
going; turbo-diesel engine a very inter-
esting option; stoplight-racer SRT has 
standard launch control and eight-speed 
transmission for fast getaways.

base price (incl. destination): 
$41,700; $66,600 (SRT)
Type: Four-door sport-utility vehicle
base engine (hp): 3.6-litre DOHC V6 
(290)
Optional engine (hp): 5.7-litre OHV 
V8 (360); 3.0-litre DOHC V6, turbo-
diesel (240); 6.7-litre OHV V8 (470, 
SRT)
Layout: Front-engine, four-wheel-
drive
Transmissions: Eight-speed auto-
matic
l/100 km (city/hwy): 13.9/9.8 (3.6)
Safety: Front airbags; side-curtain 
airbags; anti-lock brakes; stability 
control 
Weight (kg): 2,030

Turbo-diesel V6 has more torque 
than a gasoline “Hemi” V8, 
but base 3.6-litre V6 is perfect 
for all-around use; optional 
360-horse V8 is a towing and 
heavy-hauling favourite; the 
SRT8’s 470-horsepower “Hemi” V8 
lights a rocket under the Grand 
Cherokee’s platform, if that’s your 
thing; eight-speed automatics 
standard across the board.
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The Jeep Cherokee brand 
returned like a flaming 
phoenix and proved such a 

positive boost for everyone involved. 
Although contentious with some 
critics, the Cherokee has some 
seriously modern sculpting going on. 
All by itself, the pinched and pointy-
nose grille says plenty about the risk 
that Jeep’s designers took to create 
the Cherokee. Then there are the 
eyelet headlights that would have 
been impossible to imagine on any 
production car, Jeep or otherwise. 

The interior is also as modern as 
the outside. All but the most basic 
Cherokee models feature 12.7- or 
21.3-centimetre touch-screens, 
depending on the trim level, that 
operate climate, communications 
and infotainment systems. Base 
models get a Fiat-designed 2.4-litre 
four-cylinder worth 184 horsepower. 
Optional is a 3.2-liter V6 that’s 
rated at 271 horses. It’s a subset of 
Chrysler’s 3.6-litre V6 that’s the 
base engine in the larger Jeep Grand 
Cherokee and the Ram pickup. 

In the Cherokee’s case, ordering 
the V6 provides a 2,045-kilogram 
towing capacity. Both engines are 
connected to nine-speed automatic 
transmissions, which was the first 
use of that gear changer in any 
Chrysler product. 

Front-wheel-drive is the norm, 
but buyers can choose from three 
different four-wheel-drive setups, 
depending on trim level. Active Drive 
I, optional in the Sport, North and 
Limited editions, is a single-speed 
unit that kicks in automatically 
whenever tire slip is detected. Active 
Drive II, also available in North and 
Limited, comes with a two-speed 
transfer case and is designed for 

off-road use with either the four- or 
six-cylinder engines. But for rock 
crawling and boulder hopping, 
Active Drive Lock, as the name 
implies, locks up the rear differential 
in low range. This system is standard 
in the Cherokee Trailhawk, which 
is a “Trail Rated” rig outfitted with 
an off-road suspension (increases 
ride height by an inch), skid plates, 
unique alloy wheels with all-terrain 
rubber, blacked-out trim and a full-
size spare tire. 

All 4x4 systems include Selec-
Terrain traction control with five 
different settings to match the kind 
of ground you’re covering (snow, 
sand, mud, etc.).

2015 CHEVROLET Cherokee
Jeep’s iconic off-roader sounds better 
and makes taking off the hard-top and 
doors much easier.

Base price (incl. destination): $25,400
Type: Four-door sport-utility vehicle
Base engine (hp): 2.4-litre DOHC I4 
(184) 
Optional engine (hp): 3.2-litre DOHC 
V6 (271)
Layout: Front-engine, rear- /four-
wheel-drive
Transmissions: Nine-speed automatic
L/100 km (city/highway): 10.9/7.7 (2.4 
FWD)
Safety: Front airbags; front/rear side-
impact airbags; side-curtain airbags; 
front knee airbags; anti-lock brakes; 
traction control; stability control.
Weight (kg): 1,640

A Fiat-based 2.4-litre four-cylinder 
is supplemented by a 3.2-litre-V6 
option; standard nine-speed 
automatic transmission helps 
reduce fuel consumption while 
three optional 4x4 systems supply 
a range of traction needs.

2015 JEEP Wrangler

The Wrangler is an icon for a 
reason. The legendary off-
roader enjoys a hardcore 

following; people who fearlessly dare 
to use these rugged rascals the way 
they’re intended. 

Of course not everyone goes 
boulder-hopping and canyon-
crawling in their Wranglers (the 
Jeep, not the Jeans), and the vehicle 
has been slowly and methodically 
updated to be more friendly to urban 
commuters. But do good seats and a 
modern powertrain hurt the offroad 
experience? Of course not, so it’s 
really win-win. 

But there’s more. The back seat of 
the four-door Unlimited model as 
well as the soft top both fold easily 
using, amazingly, just one hand. And 
the hard-top, doors and bumper caps 
can more easily be removed with a 

new standard “torx” tool kit. Both 
two- and four-door Wranglers can 
be ordered with a premium top that 
reportedly is easier to clean and its 
three layers add a degree of noise 
insulation. 

Unchanged is the Chrysler-
designed 285-horsepower V6 that 
connects to either a six-speed manual 
transmission or optional five-speed 
automatic. Base Sport, Sport S, 
Sahara and Rubicon trim levels 
continue in Canada for 2015; the first 
two feature part-time four-wheel-
drive with optional limited-slip rear 
differential. The tough-customer 
Rubicon uses the Off-Road Rock-Trac 
unit with its extra-low-range gearing, 
front/rear-locking differentials for 
greater agility and 32-inch off-road 
rubber. The Sport S is the entry point 
into the Unlimited world.

Jeep’s iconic off-roader sounds better and makes taking off the hard-top and doors much easier.

2015 JEEP Compass

While the writing has been 
on the wall for years when 
it comes to both the Jeep 

Compass and Patriot, the single 
model that’s supposed to replace 
both is finally here. It’s called the 
Renegade. Somehow, though, the 
decision has been made to have 
the Compass stick around a little 
longer. 

A welcome change was the six-
speed automatic transmission 
that finally replaced the painful-
to-hear-operating continually 
variable transmission (CVT) in 
nearly every application. That did 
a lot to improve the Compass’s 
drivability in day-to-day situations. 
The six-speed auto is available with 
both the standard 158-horsepower 
2.0-litre four-cylinder and the 
optional 172-horsepower 2.4, 
with either front-wheel-drive or 
optional Freedom Drive I four-
wheel-drive. The only spot now for 
the CVT is with the Freedom Drive 
II 4x4 off-road package where it 
acts like a mechanical low-range 
box but without the added weight or 

complexity. Other tweaks include 
all-terrain tires on 17-inch wheels, 
skid plates, tow hooks and, most 
importantly, more ride height. 
Either engine can be connected to 
a five-speed-manual transmission. 

There are some other changes 
to help distinguish the various 
models on the outside, including 
different grille treatments, 
blacked-out headlight bezels and 
available 18-inch aluminum wheels 
on top-end models. Inside, there’s 
available leather seating, while 
different combinations of colors 
and materials highlight the three 
different models. The starting-
point Sport includes the usual 
power-functioning items plus 
air conditioning, heated outside 
mirrors and a removable and 
rechargeable flashlight. Options, 
some of which are standard on the 
Limited, include all-terrain tires 
and a premium sound system with 
twin speakers that drop down from 
the liftgate (when it’s in the raised 
position) for picnics or tailgate 
parties.

The replacement for 
the aging Compass 

has actually arrived, but 
for now the old model 
will continue to be 
sold alongside the new 
Renegade.
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The 200 competes 
in the high-volume 
mid-size bracket 

that’s the bread, butter 
and jam for Toyota, Ford, 
Honda, Hyundai et al. 
There’s some roofline 
similarity with the Ford 
Fusion and a passing 
resemblance to the Dodge 
Dart (which shares the 
same basic platform). 

The interior features 
easy-to-view primary gauges, plus-
sized control knobs and optional 
21-centimetre touch-screen display 
(a 13-centimetre screen is the base 
unit). 

The floor shifter has been replaced 
by a console knob like the one in the 
Ram 500 pickup. Under the hood, a 
new 2.4-litre four-cylinder produces 
184 horsepower and 173 pound-feet 
of torque. It connects to a nine-speed 
automatic transmission, as does the 
available 3.6-litre V6 that makes 295 

horsepower and 262 pound-feet of 
torque. 

All-wheel-drive is available 
with the V6. In normal operating 
conditions the rear axle disconnects 
from the AWD system to cut 
parasitic power losses, which helps 
maximize fuel economy and likely 
saves wear and tear on various 
drivetrain components. When road 
conditions are slippery, the rear 
wheels can receive as much as 60 
per cent of the engine’s torque. 
AWD is also permanently engaged 

when the driver selects Sport mode. 
Then throttle and transmission shift 
responses become sharper and the 
electronic stability control becomes 
less nanny-like. 

The starting-point 200 LX 
includes numerous power-operated 
and comfort features plus keyless 
pushbutton start. The remaining 
Limited, S and C levels are where 
most buyers will likely shop since 
they include plenty of extras and are 
necessary for ordering the V6 and 
all-wheel-drive.

2015 CHRYSLER 200 (new for 2015)
Chrysler’s arranged 
marriage to Fiat has 
produced a stylish 
successor to the previous 
Chrysler Sebring-based 
200 sedan.

Base price (incl. destination): $24,200
Type: Four-door sedan
Base engine (hp): 2.4-litre SOHC I4 
(184)
Optional engine (hp): 3.6-litre DOHC 
V6 (295)
Layout: Front-engine, front- /all-
wheel-drive
Transmission: Nine-speed automatic
l/100 km (city/hwy): 10.2/6.4(2.4)
Safety: Front airbags; side-impact 
airbags; side-curtain airbags; front-
knee airbags; anti-lock brakes, trac-
tion control; stability control
Weight (lb.): 1,580

New base four-cylinder makes 
184 horsepower; an optional 
V6 ups the output to 295; nine-
speed automatic transmission is 
connected to both powerplants; 
AWD is optional with the V6.

2015 CHRYSLER 300

Given they are 
essentially the same vehicle 
under the skin, almost 

anything done to the Dodge Charger 
will eventually be applied to the 
Chrysler 300. Well, almost anything. 

While the insane Charger SRT8 
Hellcat uses a 700-plus horsepower 
supercharged V8, the equivalent 300 
version will still carry over its 6.4-litre 
V8 with “only” 470 horses. For now, 
anyway, as rumors persist that the 
300 will become more of a luxury 
machine as opposed to performance 
car. To that we say why can’t it be 
both? Like an AMG Mercedes or a 
BMW M sedan. However, for now, 
the SRT8, like all other 300 models, 
gets the eight-speed automatic that 
has spread throughout the rest of 
the line. The SRT8 rides on 20-inch 
wheels, tops out at 280 km-h and 
burns to 60 mph (96 km-h) in less 
than five seconds, helped with new 
“launch control” for 2015. Even 
fitted with an active-valve exhaust 
system that allows the four-cylinder 

mode to engage over a wider rev 
range, you’re not going to win any 
fuel-economy prizes, but that’s not 
really the point of this car. As a treat 
to the ears, the exhaust system opens 
up under higher loads. 

The remaining engines include 
a 292-horsepower 3.6-litre V6. 
And for extra thrust, the optional 
370-horsepower 5.7-liter V8 returns 
to save gas by running on only four 
of its eight cylinders under light load 
conditions. 

Models using the V6 or the 5.7 V8 
can be ordered with available all-
wheel-drive that decouples the front 
axle when it’s not needed, reducing 
drag on the engine. Not counting 
the SRT8, the lineup for 2015 is 
comprised of the base Touring and 
300 S, as well as the 300C and the 
300C Luxury. 

Other than the base model, every 
trim level can be had with either the 
V6 or optionally the 5.7 V8.

Chrysler’s full-size 
300 sedan is back 

with minor updates inside 
and out; SRT8 hotrod is 
back, for now, but not 
with the Charger’s Hellcat 
underhood; by the end 
of the year, there will be 
a revised 300, but in the 
meantime . . .

2015 CHRYSLER Town and Country

If you’re out shopping for a minivan 
there’s at least a four in 10 chance 
you’ll wind up with a Dodge Grand 

Caravan or one of these. That’s how 
much they beat up on competitors and 
how much value they represent. Town 
& Country and the related Dodge 
Grand Caravan stable mate remain 
at the top of their game, despite 
numerous attempts to knock them off 
their perches. 

As a luxury-oriented minivan -- 
whereas the Grand Caravan is built for 
more mainstream buyers -- the T&C 
arrives with significantly more base 
content. A power liftgate, tri-zone air 
conditioning, leather seats (power-
adjustable in front) and a rearview 
camera are just a few of the inclusions, 
while blind-spot monitoring, heated 
front and second-row seats (bench or 
captain’s chairs), power-folding third-
row bench and second- and third-row 

video screens are just a sampling of the 
items that can transform the T&C into 
a top-class limo.

For transforming the minivan for 
maximum cargo duty, the standard 
Stow ‘n Go second- and third-row 
seats can be quickly and easily folded 
below the load floor. However, 
leave them fully or partially in place 
and you have plenty of out-of-sight 
stowage for your valuables below the 
floor. Along with traveling in grand 
style, T&C shoppers will appreciate 
the scoot in the minivan’s step with 
the 283-horsepower 3.6-liter V6 and 
accompanying six-speed automatic 
transmission. Chrysler still gets a 
version of its Dodge “Man Van” sibling 
that uses the S badge. It gets darker 
and meaner exterior trim and plenty 
of interior toys as well as sportier 
suspension tuning to back up the 
attitude.

 There’s no denying the usefulness of a minivan and there’s no denying who’s the king of 
the road, despite rivals and their pot shots.
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Although no longer a member 
of NASCAR’s various racing 
series, perhaps Dodge will put 

its latest Charger back into some stock-
oriented division with the National Hot 
Rod Assn. (NHRA)? Why? Because 
the NHRA confirmed that the new 
2015 Charger SRT8 Hellcat can do the 
standing quarter-mile drag race in 11 
seconds flat and on street tires. Beyond 
the revised suspension, new wheels 
and more-aggressive body bits, the 
Hellcat’s most important part is under 
its hood. 

The “normal” 470-horsepower 
6.4-litre Hemi is plenty good, but for 
the Hellcat it has been replaced by a 
6.2-litre V8 that’s augmented by a big 
ol’ supercharger. Final tallies of 707 
horsepower and 650 pound-feet of 
torque mean the Charger SRT8 is the 
most powerful factory-built sedan and 
the fastest as well, topping out at 204 
mph (326 km-h). 

The large 20-inch wheels with 15.4-
inch Brembo brake rotors means it 
stops nearly as well as it accelerates, 
doing the zero-to-100-mph-to-zero 
test in a supercar-rivaling sub-13-

second time. Amazingly, the Hellcat 
uses the same eight-speed automatic 
as the other engines, although bulked 
up to handle twice the power. 

Those other engines carry over 
from before: the base 3.6-litre V6 
still has 300 horsepower while 
the 370-horsepower 5.7-litre V8 
comes as standard equipment in the 
Charger R/T. Both engines can be 
equipped with all-wheel-drive with 
its active transfer case with front-axle 
disconnect. To save fuel, the system 
unlocks the front wheels from the 
transfer case when they’re not needed 
and will automatically and seamlessly 
reconnect the front wheels when rear-
tire slip is detected. The 5.7 also tries 

to temper the engine’s thirst for fuel by 
cutting off half the cylinders at idle and 
during low-load cruising. Aside from 
the Hellcat engine, nearly everything 
on the outside of that model has been 
changed or replaced, including the 
mean face with LED fog lamps, grille, 
hood and trunk. 

The interior sees a new steering 
wheel, dash, gauge cluster and better 
materials all around. For additional 
rumbling noises, you can select the 
Beats by Dr. Dre audio package. 
The Rap artist helped tune the 
optional 10-speaker sound system to 
complement the Charger’s interior and 
the musical tastes of its generally more 
youthful passengers.

2015 DODGE Charger
Dodge’s full-size four-door sedan looks 
more aggressively American than ever, 
especially when the SRT8 Hellcat’s 
700-plus-horsepower engine is roaring.

Base price (incl. destination): $31,700 
(base, 2014); $65,000 (Hellcat, est.)
Type: Four-door sedan
base engine (hp): 3.6-litre SOHC V6 
(292; 300 on SXT Rallye)
Optional engines (hp): 5.7-litre OHV 
V8 (370); 6.2-litre OHV V8, super-
charged (707)
Layout: Front-engine, rear- /all-wheel-
drive
Transmissions: Eight-speed automatic
l/100 km (city/highway): 12.4/7.7 
(3.6)
Safety: Front airbags; side-impact 
airbags; side-curtain airbags; anti-
lock brakes; traction control; stability 
control
Weight (kg): 1,800

3.6-litre V6 delivers up to 300 
horsepower; the 5.7-litre “Hemi” 
V8’s 370 horses are unchanged; 
all-wheel-drive is available for 
all but the potent SRT8 Hellcat 
that brings a new supercharged 
6.2-litre V8 with 707 horsepower 
to play; all models use improved 
eight-speed automatic 
transmissions.

2015 DODGE Viper

After two years of confusion over 
the entire SRT-as-a-brand-thing, 
the Viper will now be once again 

known as a Dodge. In some respects, 
though, the current Viper is more of an 
homage to the original 1996 GTS model, 
especially with the clamshell-style hood 
and exaggerated side air intake. 

The body is comprised of carbon fibre 
and aluminum and is about 40 kilograms 
lighter than the previous model. The 
shell sits atop a platform that is 50 per 
cent stiffer, assisted by an aluminum 
brace connecting the strut towers to the 
body. Numerous suspension upgrades 
-- many learned through the previous 
Viper’s racetrack experience -- have 
been incorporated into the SRT Viper. 

The interior features a sophisticated 
cabin, including a high-style dashboard, 
large round air inlets, easy-to-read dials 
and a beefy flat-spotted steering wheel 
(for easier cockpit access). The Viper’s 
8.4-litre V10 is up slightly for 2015, now 
rated at 645 horsepower and 600 pound-
feet of torque. At one time those numbers 
would have seemed inconceivable in 
a North American production car, but 
the arrival of Chevrolet’s Corvette Z06, 
with its 650 horses places both of these 
hyper-machines in the same bracket. 

A six-speed manual gearbox is the 

sole transmission choice. Interestingly, 
the Viper is now available in three 
models instead of two: a new GT splits 
the base and GTS models. All have the 
same powertrains, but the GTS adds a 
unique carbon-fibre hood with dual air 
extractors, dual-mode (track or, road) 
driver-adjustable Bilstein shocks, four-
mode stability control with less invasive 
Sport and Track settings, premium 
12-speaker Harmon Kardon audio 
system and a navigation system with 
voice recognition. The GT uses the same 
driver selectable suspension as the GTS 
and much nicer interior, but without 
the visual changes. If you’re looking for 
more on-track performance, the 2015 TA 
2.0 Special Edition (TA stands for “time 
attack”) adds plenty of unique bits, along 
with better Brembo brakes, and throws 
them together into a neck-snapping 
package. There are also various wheel/
tire package upgrades, an even boomier 
18-speaker audio package and fancier 
trim bits. For those who want their 
Viper to resemble an expensive Bugatti, 
the Ceramic Blue Edition adds ceramic-
blue paint, carbon-fibre bits inside and 
with Alcantara finishings. For 2015 
Dodge dropped the Viper’s MSRP by a 
cool $15,000 in an effort to perch more 
buyers behind the wheel.

 Just two years after 
re-introducing its 

outrageously quick Viper 
as an SRT model, it’s back 
under the Dodge brand; 
how does a $15,000 
discount sound for 2015?
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After four years on the market, 
the Durango received the up-
to-date details its competitors 

have. Its macho exterior still leaves 
the impression that it dines on Ford 
Explorers or Chevrolet Traverses 
anytime it wants, and features 
Dodge’s LED “racetrack” taillights 
that successfully debuted on the 
Dodge Charger and Dart. The highly 
regarded 290-horsepower V6 -- 
standard in the SXT, Limited and 
Citadel -- as well as the optional 
360-horsepower V8 installed in the 
R/T while it’s optional on the Limited 
and the range-topping Citadel. 

The “Hemi” features a variable-
displacement system that reduces 
fuel consumption by shutting down 
half of the engine’s eight cylinders 
under light-load conditions. An 
eight-speed automatic transmission 
is standard across the board. V8 
Durangos can still lug up to 3,360 
kilograms (2,830 for the V6) and can 
also carry up to seven passengers 
when using all three rows of seats, 

although second-row twin high-back 
bucket seats can also be specified. 
Dodge also brags that the Durango’s 
big fuel tank allows you to travel 
close to 1,000 kilometres without 
making a pit stop . . . for fuel, that 
is, thanks to the fuel efficiency in V6 
models. 

Since the same designers who 
penned the GC’s interior also created 
the Durango’s interior, comfort 
and roominess are also first rate. 
Neat touches include a rotary-dial 
gearshift mounted on the center 
console, the Uconnect system with 

a 21-centimetre touch-screen and 
available steering-wheel-mounted 
paddle shifters. Durango options 
include a system that signals you 
when another vehicle is about to 
overtake or is traveling in your blind 
spot(s). Another system alerts you 
when cross traffic is approaching 
from behind as you’re backing up. 

For 2015, the Durango is available 
with a Rallye Appearance Package 
that comes with black leather seats 
with sued inserts, “Hyper Black” 20-
inch wheels, black body accents and 
darker trim around the headlights.

2015 DODGE Durango
Dodge’s popular seven-seat SUV? Talk 
about intimidating. 

Base price (incl. destination): $41,700 
(2014)
Type: Four-door sport utility vehicle
Base engine (hp): 3.6-liter DOHC V6 
(290)
Optional engine (hp): 5.7-liter OHV V8 
(360)
Layout: Front-enginge, all-wheel-
drive
Transmission: Eight-speed automatic
l/100 km (city/highway): 13.9/9.8
Safety: Front airbags; front and rear 
side-impact airbags; side-curtain 
airbags; anti-lock brakes; traction 
control; stability control.
Weight (kg): 2,230

A 3.6-litre V6, found in most 
Chrysler-brand vehicles, makes 
290 horsepower, while a 
360-horsepower 5.7-litre “Hemi” 
V8 is the obvious choice when 
towing and heavy hauling are 
called for; eight-speed automatic 
transmissions for all; standard 
all-wheel-drive.

2015 DODGE Dart

Now that Chrysler and Fiat have 
been joined in matrimony, 
they continue to integrate their 

products and models. Although the Dart 
and Alfa’s Giulietta (Alfa Romeo also 
belongs to Fiat) share the same basic 
underpinnings, the Dart has its own 
distinctive sheet metal, interior and 
powerplant selection. It’s also built at a 
Chrysler assembly plant in Illinois. 

The Dart’s importance can’t be 
overstated enough, since Chrysler 
hadn’t had a compact sedan in play 
since the 2005 model year’s Neon. The 
Dart name resonates more with older 
customers, with many younger car 
buyers likely missing the connection 
completely. Turning a Giulietta into a 
Dart involved increasing the platform 
length by 30 centimetres and the width 
by five centimetres. The result, claims 
Dodge, is a car with segment-leading 
scale, beating such small-car luminaries 
as the Toyota Corolla, Honda Civic, 
Hyundai Elantra and Chevrolet Cruze. 

The cabin design is a standout, 
with futuristic-looking gauges, non-
traditional control-panel displays and 
a unique storage area beneath the front 
passenger seat-cushion. For 2015, 
Dodge is reacting to customer and 
market feedback and has shuffled the 

Dart’s trim levels a little. 
The base engine is a 160-horsepower 

2.0-litre four-cylinder that’s standard 
with the SE, while the bulk of remaining 
trims -- SXT, GT and Limited -- come 
standard with the 184-horsepower 
2.4-litre, which is now available as a 
Partial Zero Emission Vehicle (PZEV). 

The 1.4-litre turbocharged four-
cylinder remains exclusively found in 
the fuel-saving Aero. The turbo-four 
is rated at the same 160 horses as the 
base engine, but leads in the torque 
department with 184 pound-feet to 
145. A six-speed manual transmission 
is standard with all engines, while a 
six-speed automatic is optional with all 
but the Aero’s 1.4 turbo. That engine 
can be had with an available six-speed 
automated manual gearbox. Base 
Darts are pretty basic, but on par with 
others in the category. The go-to model 
to get air conditioning, split-folding 
rear bench seat, upgraded interior and 
a better engine is the SXT for about 
$3,000 more. After this, the major 
difference between the Limited and 
the GT is that the Limited comes with 
an automatic transmission instead of 
a six-speed manual. Otherwise, both 
have leather seating, keyless start and a 
backup camera.

Sensuous style in a 
small sedan, with a nice 

combination of Italian and 
American influences.

2015 DODGE Journey

While the Avenger was a 
perfectly serviceable mid-
size sedan, it isn’t answering 

the call for 2015. But the tall-wagon 
that uses its bones and engines is a 
much more palatable proposition and 
remains in production. 

The Journey scores a hole-in-one 
as a practical, efficient and affordable 
carrier. It has just-right sizing going 
for it, which means its more compact 
than a Chevrolet Traverse or Ford 
Explorer, but larger than a Mitsubishi 
Outlander. These rigs offer standard or 
optional third-row seating, but all are 
considerably more expensive than the 
$23,200-base-price Journey. In entry-
level trim, it provides seating for five 
people, although there’s an available 
two-place third-row 50:50 split bench. 

There are also some other clever 
interior storage options such as a 
front passenger seat with a flip-
forward hinged cushion that’s ideal for 
concealing cameras, purses and other 
valuables. And all models feature two 
in-floor storage compartments with 
removable plastic liners behind the 
front seats that are large enough to 
hold a dozen beverage cans each, plus 
ice. And don’t forget the chilled storage 
bin inside the glove compartment that 

can keep a couple of cool beverages at 
the ready. 

The Journey uses a 173-horsepower 
2.4-litre four-cylinder with four-speed 
automatic in base models. Optional is 
a 283-horsepower 3.6-litre V6 with a 
six-speed auto. There are seven trim 
levels for 2015 (Canada Value Package, 
SE Plus, SXT, Limited, new-for-2015 
Crossroad and two R/T AWD trims), 
which means there’s likely a Journey 
for every taste, need and pretty much 
every budget. 

Base Journey equipment includes 
air conditioning keyless remote entry, 
power windows, locks and mirrors 
and a complete range of safety gear. 
Up-level models offer leather seating 
surfaces, roof rack, backup camera, 
navigation system, 19-inch wheels and 
a flashlight stored in the cargo area. 
Most Journeys are now front-wheel-
drive with all-wheel-drive exclusively 
in the top-line R/T and the Crossroad. 
The system automatically kicks in to 
direct power to the rear wheels when 
needed, including slippery mud and 
snow conditions as well as when the 
vehicle is accelerating up to 110 km-
h. The new Crossroad model is easily 
recognizable with its blacked-out 
wheels and trim.

 Even though the 
vehicle that it’s based 

upon is dead and gone, the 
flexible and clever three-
rows-of-seats Journey 
makes much better use of 
the platform anyway.
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Who would have guessed 
that the macho Ram 1500 
would ever trumpet its 

fuel performance? That was partially 
addressed when Chrysler’s ever-
popular 3.6-litre V6 found its way 
into the engine bay along with an 
eight-speed automatic transmission. 
The latter can also be attached to the 
395-horsepower 5.7-liter “Hemi” V8, 
but 4x4 models come with a six-speed 
auto. The big engine can shut down 
four of its eight cylinders when not 
needed, such as at under light-load 
conditions or when heading downhill. 
The most unique engine is the optional 
3.0-litre “EcoDiesel” V6, which 
makes the Ram 1500 the only light-
duty diesel pickup in North America. 
Using the same figures as for the Jeep 
Grand Cherokee -- 240 horsepower 
and 420 pound feet of torque -- with 
the eight-speed automatic, it can tow 
3,270 kilograms. Rams get further 
fuel-reduction assistance with stop-
start technology that turns off the 
engine at rest, then instantly fires 
it up again once the brake pedal is 
released. Electric power steering cuts 

parasitic power losses. Optional is 
an air suspension with load leveling 
and five height settings, one of which 
lowers the body at highway speeds by 
1.5 centimetres to cut the wind a bit 
better. 

Finally, a “thermal management 
system” is designed to quickly get 
the Ram’s crankcase oil and other 
fluids up to operational temperatures, 
which assists in conserving gas. As for 
body styles, regular-cab models are 
available with a six-foot, four-inch 
box, or an eight-footer, while Quad 
Cabs get the shorter box only. 

The larger four-door Ram Crew gets 
you a 5’7” bed, or the six-foot, four-inch 

bed option. There are also available 
locking storage compartments built 
into the rear fenders that can each hold 
up to 120 355-millilitre cans that can 
be specified with centrally controlled 
power locks. 

When it comes to four-wheel-drive, 
buyers can choose between a part-
time system and an on-demand setup 
that automatically engages when road 
conditions warrant. 

Other neat touches for include a 
capless fuel-filler system and a front-
park assist that’ll parallel park the 
“Beast” into incredibly tight spots.

2015 RAM 1500
Ram offers the most attractive and 
clever touches in the light-duty class, 
and the most options under the hood 
as well. 

Base price (incl. destination): $29,100
Type: Two- /four-door pickup
base engine (hp): 3.6-litre DOHC V6 
(305)
Optional engines (hp): 3.0-litre DOHC 
V6, turbo-diesel (240); 5.7-litre OHV 
V8 (395)
Layout: Front-engine, rear- /four-
wheel-drive
Transmissions: Eight-speed automatic 
(3.6, 3.0, opt. on 5.7); six-speed auto-
matic (5.7)
l/100 km (city/highway): 12.9/9.3 
(3.6, 4x2); 11.6/8.4 (diesel); 15.8/10.9 
(V8, 8AT)
Safety: Front airbags; impact air-
bags; side-curtain airbags; anti-lock 
brakes; traction control; stability 
control.
Weight (kg): 2,080

Chrysler’s 3.6-litre V6 and 5.7-litre 
“Hemi” V8 is joined by 3.0-litre 
“EcoDiesel” V6; eight-speed 
automatic transmission and 
other countermeasures help 
Ram reduce fuel consumption to 
respectable levels.

The 2014 model year was a real 
re-balance for the Ram 2500 
and 3500 pickups. When Ram 

upped the stakes with their optional 
Cummins turbo-diesel available in 
bad, badder and baddest grades in 
2013, that left a rather big step down 
to the base 5.7-litre V8. What to do? 
Well, add the 6.4-litre SRT V8 to the 
lineup, of course. But back to the 
Cummins. 

The tamest of the 6.7-litre inline 
six-cylinder powerplants is rated at 
350 horsepower and 660 pound-feet 
of torque, while the intermediate 
version pushes those numbers to 
370 horsepower and 800 pound-feet. 
For maximum thrust and grunt, the 
385-horse unit lays down 865 pound-
feet for 2015, which barely, and likely 
insignificantly, outshines Ford. 

The Cummins can be matched to a 
six-speed manual transmission (the 
only shift-it-yourself in its class), or 
a six-speed automatic. The result is 
a truck that can haul and tow up to 
7,730 kilgrams of trailer weight and 
up to 820 kilograms of tongue weight 
using a conventional Class V hitch. 

The turbo-diesel has a standard 
exhaust brake that uses the engine’s 

compression to help decelerate the 
vehicle. That means shorter stops and 
less brake wear. Another Cummins 
bonus is that the interval between 
oil changes is 24,000 kilometres. 
Still available is Chrysler’s venerable 
383-horsepower 5.7-litre “Hemi” V8 
with a seemingly light 400 pound-feet 
of torque. Now back to the 6.4. 

Previously an SRT exclusive in 
the car line, it’s optional in both the 
2500 and 3500. The 6.4 delivers 410 
horses and 429 pound-feet of torque. 
For maximum towing, a coil-sprung 
rear suspension with air bladders is 
available on 2500 models, while 3500 
use optional air springs integrated into 
the existing leaf-sprung suspension. 
Tow ratings of just under 8,180 

kilograms and 13,600 kilograms, 
respectively, are simply ridiculous. Of 
course four-wheel-drive is available, 
but in the HD it has a disconnect 
feature that disengages the forward 
driveshaft from the transfer case 
when not needed, thus increasing fuel 
performance.

Inside, owner/operators will also 
appreciate the cab design, with a 
dashboard with available touch-
screen controls (with redundant 
switches) for the communications and 
climate control systems. The center 
console features two-tier storage 
space. Regular, Crew and Mega cab 
models return, with a variety of box 
sizes and equipment levels that would 
make your head spin.

2015 RAM HD
After a serious and rare upgrade where 
the Ram HD became the first non-SRT 
vehicle to get the hotrod 6.4-litre 
“Hemi” V8, the model is standing pat 
for 2015.

Base price (incl. destination): $29,100
Type: Two- /four-door pickup
base engine (hp): 3.6-litre DOHC V6 
(305)
Optional engines (hp): 3.0-litre DOHC 
V6, turbo-diesel (240); 5.7-litre OHV 
V8 (395)
Layout: Front-engine, rear- /four-
wheel-drive
Transmissions: Eight-speed automatic 
(3.6, 3.0, opt. on 5.7); six-speed auto-
matic (5.7)
l/100 km (city/highway): 12.9/9.3 
(3.6, 4x2); 11.6/8.4 (diesel); 15.8/10.9 
(V8, 8AT)
Safety: Front airbags; impact air-
bags; side-curtain airbags; anti-lock 
brakes; traction control; stability 
control.
Weight (kg): 2,080

t’s hard to believe the 5.7-litre 
“Hemi” V8 is a “base engine” 
in anything, but it’s joined by 
the 6.4-litre SRT V8 to bridge 
the gap between the gasoline 
and mad-crazy diesel engines; 
three versions of the 6.7-litre 
six-cylinder Cummins turbo-
diesel make 350, 370, and 385 
horsepower and up to 865 
pound-feet of torque.
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2015 HONDA Civic

Honda surprised the world 
when it gave its one-year-
old ninth-generation Civic 

a structural and styling adjustment 
for the 2013 model. The model stays 
the same for 2015, but Honda has 
shown that it isn’t afraid to make 
adjustments on the fly to any of its 
models.

Although the lower-volume Civic 
coupe was left alone, the sedan’s 
alterations included completely 
new front and rear bodywork 
encompassing a more prominent 
grille, restyled hood and new fog 
lights, corner lights and taillights. 
Changes were also initiated to 
improve the Civic’s front-end crash 
protection, especially at each corner, 
allowing it to pass new partial front-
end crash test standards with flying 
colours. 

Other adjustments were applied 
to the suspension and steering 
components as well as soundproofing 
materials to improve ride comfort, 
reduce cabin noise and create a 
sportier driving experience. Finally, 

sedans and coupes equipped with 
automatic transmissions were fitted 
with larger front brakes. The new 
dash has fewer creases and angles 
than before and most plastic surfaces 
have been replaced with soft-touch 
materials. 

Returning for 2015 is the standard 
140-horsepower 1.8-litre four-
cylinder engine, with the optional 
201-horsepower four-cylinder 
repeating in the performance-
oriented Si. Similarly, the 110-horse 
1.8 continues to power the natural-
gas-fueled sedan, while the gas-
electric Civic Hybrid’s powertrain 
producing 110 horsepower also 
carries over. 

The Hybrid now includes forward-
collision alert and accidental-lane-
departure warning systems (both are 
options in other Civics). The base 
powerplant mates to a five-speed 
manual transmission or optional 
five-speed automatic. A six-speed 
manual gearbox goes to the Si and a 
continuously variable unit is for the 
Hybrid.

The Civic sedan takes 
a rest for 2015 after a 

couple of years of serious 
dialing in.

The all-new Fit sticks to a 
proven formula: keep the size 
and weight in check; keep the 

body lean and spacious; and keep 
drivers and passengers thinking 
they’re ensconced in a vehicle that’s 
larger than it actually is.

Despite being physically and 
dimensionally similar, the Fit 
actually looks bigger, thanks to 
more prominent body creases and 
fenders that bulge out around the 
wheel openings. The wraparound 
headlight pods integrate with the 
grille and no longer extend alongside 
the hood. The taillights are enlarged 
and the squared-off liftgate glass 

helps emphasize the width. The 
Fit’s interior remains a marvel of 
practicality. Passenger volume has 
been modestly increased and rear-
seat legroom lengthened by 8.0 
centimetres, primarily due to the 
new chassis and more compact rear 
suspension. 

A new 1.5-litre four-cylinder 
engine makes 130 horsepower and 
114 pound-feet of torque, compared 
to 117 horses and 106 pound-feet 
of torque for the previous 1.5. A 
six-speed manual transmission, or 
optional continuously variable unit 
(CVT), directs power to the front 

wheels. The CVT helps the Fit achieve 
7.0 l/100 km in the city and 5.7 on 
the highway with the CVT, or 8.4/6.4 
with the six-speed manual. 

The base DX is admittedly pretty 
basic, but the next-rung-up LX 
includes air conditioning, power 
windows, cruise control and a floor 
console. 

Atop the top of the Fit line, the 
EX-L Navi comes with a power 
moonroof, climate control, leather-
covered seats, multi-angle rearview 
camera (a basic rearview camera 
is standard) and a voice-controlled 
navigation system.

2015 HONDA Fit (New for 2015)
Honda’s small carryall has evolved 
to a point where it could almost 
pass for a Civic wagon.

Base price (incl. destination): $16,200
Type: Four-door wagon
Engine (hp): 1.5-litre DOHC I (130)
Layout: Front-engine, front-wheel-
drive
Transmissions: Six-speed manual; five-
speed automatic (opt.)
L/100 km(city/hwy): 7.0/5.7 (CVT)
Safety: Front airbags; side-impact air-
bags; side-curtain airbags; anti-lock 
brakes; stability control
Weight (kg): 1,130

A 1.5-litre four-cylinder engine 
makes more power than previous 
Fit did; choose from a six-speed 
manual transmission or optional 
fuel-saving CVT.
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There are a number of mid-size 
family sedans on the market 
to choose from, but year after 

year the Honda Accord consistently 
ranks near the top of the pyramid. 
The automaker’s secret would seem 
to involve building roomy and 
attractive cars with a reputation 
for quality and an excellent resale 
value when the time comes to trade 
it in. Accords also are admirable 
road performers, with an enhanced 
sense of sportiness and a level of ride 
control that’s firm, yet not jarring.

 The base 2.4-litre four-
cylinder “Earth Dreams” engine 
makes 185 horsepower (189 for 
the Sport model). Optional is 
a 278-horsepower 3.5-litre V6. 
Manual-transmission lovers will be 

pleased that the six-speed gearbox 
remains for four-cylinders and the 
top V6 models for 2015. If you don’t 
want to row the gears for yourself, 
you’re getting a continuously 
variable transmission (CVT) for 
four-cylinder Accords and a six-
speed automatic for the V6 models. 
Additionally, there’s a hybrid model 
that pairs a 141-horsepower 2.0-litre 
four-cylinder and a 166-horsepower 
electric motor.

As before, the handsome coupe 
model arrives for 2015 in both four- 
and six-cylinder strengths. Since 
the Accord stretches across many 

Canadian needs and budgets, the 
model lineup is plentiful although 
the coupe definitely lends itself to 
buyers with more disposable income 
or for those who have no problem 
funding their emotions and not just 
their transportation needs. ‘

Base sedans are actually not 
that base, walking tall with air 
conditioning and power creature 
features such as heated seats and a 
rear-view camera as well as active 
noise cancellation. Leather is found 
in the upper trims and there’s no all-
wheel-drive. For that you’ll need to 
go try out a Crosstour.

2015 HONDA Accord
Honda’s pack-leading mid-size 
model covers the bases with coupe 
and sedan body styles in a pile 
of trim levels and three engine 
choices, including a gas-electric 
option in the Hybrid; no all-wheel-
drive, though.

Base price (incl. destination): $25,700 
(sedan); $28,200 (coupe)
Type: Four-door sedan; two-door 
coupe
Base Engine (hp): 2.4-litre DOHC I4 
(185; 189, Sport)
Optional engines (hp): 3.5-litre SOHC 
V6 (278); 2.0-litre DOHC I4 with 
124-kilowatt electric motor (196, net)
Layout: Front-engine, front-wheel-
drive
l/100 km (city/highway): 8.8/6.5 (2.4, 
CVT)
Safety: Front airbags; side-impact 
airbags; side-curtain airbags; anti-
lock brakes; traction control; stability 
control
Weight (kg): 1,470 (sedan)

Base 2.4-liter four-cylinder 
makes 185/189 horsepower and 
has an optional continuously 
variable transmission; V6 remains 
optional on coupes and sedans; 
hybrid powertrain makes 196 
horsepower.

2015 HONDA CR-V

The CR-V has established itself as 
a can-do wagon that combines 
smart looks, lively performance 

and impressive fuel economy. 
For its mid-cycle refresh, the CR-V 

receives a new front fascia (grille, 
bumper and headlight pods), taillights 
and wheel designs. Inside, there’s a 
redesigned dash and floor console 
layout and soft-touch materials for the 
door panels. Mechanically, an upgrade 
to direct injection (fuel sprayed 
under high pressure directly into the 
cylinders instead of through the intake 
manifold) for the CR-V’s 2.4-litre four-
cylinder engine yields a torque increase 
to 181 pound-feet from the previous 
163 rating, while horsepower remains 
at 185. In addition, a continuously 
variable transmission replaces the 
previous five-speed unit. As a result 
fuel economy improves slightly for 
front- and all-wheel-drive models. 
Collectively these changes should help 
keep the CR-V atop the compact ute 
collective that also encompasses the 
Ford Escape, Toyota RAV4 and Nissan 
Rogue for members. Undoubtedly, 
the CR-V’s passenger comfort and 
generous cargo capacity will also help 

maintain the CR-V at the forefront, 
as will the fold-down backseat that 
operates by flipping a pair of levers 
located just inside the lifgate. Access 
through the rear makes it easy to load 
large/bulky items onto a flat load floor 
that can be extended to more than 
1.5 metres. In base LX trim, the CR-V 
comes with a significant amount of 
standard equipment, including a centre 
console armrest, sliding sun visors and 
rear console ventilation ducts. Along 
with standard AWD, the SE adds 
pushbutton start, multi-angle rearview 
camera, heated front seats and an 
up-level audio system, while the EX 
includes a power-moonroof, dual-zone 
climate control, blind-spot monitoring 
and a 10-way power-adjustable driver’s 
seat. Popping for the EX-L adds 
perforated leather seat covers, while 
the Limited bundles together all of 
the latest in safety technology such as 
adaptive cruise control, lane-keeping 
assist, collision avoidance braking 
and Honda’s automatic emergency 
response system that will summon 
rescue assistance in the event of a 
mishap.

Honda’s perennial 
compact tall wagon 

receives a number of 
mid-life interior/exterior 
updates plus a touch more 
power..

2015 HONDA Crosstour

Since it first arrived for the 
2010 model year, the roomy 
Crosstour remains a radically 

different kind of Honda. Crosstours 
have standard all-wheel-drive and 
V6 propulsion to help conquer 
most Canadian road conditions. 
Honda’s “Real Time four-wheel-
drive” system redirects power to 
the rear wheels when front-tire slip 
is detected. Raising the Crosstour’s 
hatch reveals a cargo hold with 
nearly double the volume of that 
of an Accord sedan. Additional 
stowage can be realized by flipping 
the twin levers positioned next to 
the inside fender wells. 

Another neat trick is the removable 
load floor that conceals a brief-case-

sized storage bin. Turn the carpeted 
side over and you have a hard plastic 
shell for placing muddy boots, wet 
clothing, towels, etc. The standard 
V6 has a deactivation program that 
shuts down two or three cylinders, 
depending on the engine load, to 
reduce fuel consumption.

The Crosstour comes in one loaded 
up model, EX-L, that includes 
dual-zone climate control, power 
moonroof, eight-inch information 
screen, rearview camera and a 
300-watt audio system with speed-
sensitive volume control and a USB 
audio interface. There’s also leather-
covered seats (heated in front), 
auto-dimming rearview mirror and 
18-inch wheels.

 The Crosstour is based on the previous-generation Accord sedan and has remained 
basically unchanged since its 2010 model-year debut. Makes you wonder what Honda 
has up its sleeve for an eventual replacement.
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GMC’s giant-sized Yukon rigs are 
specialists at heavy hauling in all kinds 
of road conditions and with up to eight 
people on board. For 2015, they’re also 
better looking with sharply creased 
bodywork and a handsome grille for the 
standard versions and the extended-
by-50 centimetres XL. As well there’s a 
unique nose for the Denali and Denali 
XL. Although both configurations can 
hold up to eight people, the XL’s extra 
space is completely dedicated to cargo 
room. Previous Yukons could hold up 
to nine people, but the three-person 
front bench is no longer part of the deal. 
Interior Yukon/Denali changes include 
a more fashionable dashboard and 
control panel complete with a five- or 
available 20-centimetre colour touch-
screens that control the infotainment 
and communications systems. A 
smaller secondary screen is located 
between the gauges and also displays 
key info. Like most General Motors 
vehicles this year, Yukon comes with a 

wi-fi Internet connectivity for all aboard 
as part of a paid subscription through 
GM’s OnStar concierge/emergency 
help system. For 2015, the Yukon and 
XL come with a new 5.3-litre V8 that 
makes 355 horsepower, which is a gain 
of 35 from the previous engine. Key 
upgrades include direct fuel injection 
that can tailor the fuel entering the 
engine to the actual engine load and 
not just the revs per minute. The new 
420-horsepower 6.2-litre V8, which 
is based on the Chevrolet Corvette 
engine with direct fuel injection and 
variable valve timing, is a Denali 
exclusive. The engine is mated to an 
eight-speed automatic transmission 

(previously a six-speed). Both regular- 
and extended-length models come in 
SLE, mid-level SLT and Denali trim 
levels with a wide assortment of gear 
specific to each package. Among the 
Denali’s numerous special touches 
are power fold-and-tumble second-
row bucket seats, hands-free power 
liftgate (opens with a kicking motion 
below the bumper), wireless phone 
charging, heated and cooled leather 
seating surfaces, power adjustable 
pedals, heated windshield-washer 
system, automatic wipers, Bose-brand 
10-speaker surround-sound audio 
system including (XM satellite radio) 
and climate control.

2015 GMC Yukon/Yukon XL (new for 2015)
GMC’s rebadged Chevy Tahoe/Suburban 
models are as spacious as ever in Yukon 
and extended-length Yukon XL; new 
styling and updated content keep this 
big rig in the big-ute game; Denali base 
and XL versions add an abundance of 
luxury.

Base price (incl. destination): $53,100; 
$75,900 (Denali)
Type: Four-door full-size sport-utility 
vehicle
Base engine (hp): 5.3-litre OHV V8 
(320)
Optional engines (hp): 6.2-litre OHV 
V8 (403)
Layout: Front-engine, rear- /four-
wheel-drive
Transmissions: Six-speed automatic; 
eight-speed automatic (std. Denali)
l/100 km (city/hwy): 14.9/10.1 (5.3)
Safety: Front airbags; side-impact 
airbags for all three rows; anti-lock 
brakes; stability control with rollover 
protection
Weight (kg.): 2,480

New 5.3-litre V8 makes more 
power; Denali’s new 6.2-litre V8 
makes 420 horses (up from 403) 
and comes with an eight-speed 
automatic transmission.

2015 GMC Sierra Denali

Although perhaps not 
quite the dramatic 
makeover that 

some General Motors 
fans expected, the Sierra/
Silverado full-size pickups have 
nonetheless gained plenty of respect. 

While Chevrolet positions the 
Silverado as a kind of middle-ground 
pickup for both work and play, in the 
Sierra’s case those virtues are distinctly 
separated. More basic GMC models 
accentuate the “Professional Grade” tag 
and the pitch is directed at buyers who 
rely on their pickups to earn a living. 
At the opposite end of the scale is the 
Sierra Denali sub-brand that places a 
much higher value on coddling content. 
In either case, the Sierra’s primary 
identification point can be spotted in 
your rear-view mirror. 

The entire front end, including grille, 
headlights, bumper and in-your-face 
GMC logo, are more massive than 
before and in total make a bolder 
statement than the Silverado does. 
Some minor sheetmetal differences 
exist between the Chevy and the GMC, 
but that’s about it. Even the interiors of 
the two pickups share the same basic 
dash, control panel and available touch-
screen communications centre that are 
a masterstroke of efficient legibility. 

Of course as you scale the trim-level 
ladder the appointments become more 
luxurious and the cabin resembles 
something approaching a high-end 
limo, especially in the four-door crew-
cab models. 

Improvements in aerodynamics, 
insulation and weather sealing help shut 
out intrusive noises. Just as a greater 
use of aluminum in fabricating various 
body panels and suspension parts has 
kept the Sierra’s weight in check, the 
three new engines also benefit. All use 
aluminum cylinder blocks and direct 
injection, whereby fuel is force-fed into 
the cylinders under high pressure. 

There’s also variable valve timing 
for improved low- and high-speed 
performance, while half the cylinders 
in V8 engines will automatically shut 
down in steady-state cruise conditions 
to save fuel. 

The V6 engine also runs on four 
cylinders in such situations. The base 
4.3-litre V6 might have the same 
displacement as before, but it now 
makes 285 horsepower and 305 pound-
feet of torque. The old iron 4.3 was good 
for just 195/260 pound-feet. V8 choices 
consist of a new 5.3-litre unit with 355 
horses and 383 pound-feet, up from 
315/335, and a 6.2-litre piece rated at 
420/450. The larger of the V8s now gets 
an eight-speed automatic transmission. 
It’s standard in the fancier Sierra Denali, 
not to mention a rather substantial list 
of content that includes unique 20-inch 
chrome and wood and leather innards, 
along with standard magnetic ride 
control for 2015.

Despite the Sierra being 
completely redesigned 

for 2014, GMC continues to 
improve this popular pickup.

2015 GMC Acadia

Although certainly divisive 
among potential customers, 
the GMC Acadia’s is a bold 

and aggressive choice against its 
more wall-flower-like global rivals. 
It can be had in either regular or 
ultra-lux Denali grade, but either 
way the squared-off front end takes 
inspiration from the smaller Terrain 
and uses neat LED accent lighting 
in the headlight clusters. LED 
taillights, wraparound glass and a 
spoiler freshen up the rear end. 

All Acadias come with either 
seven or eight seats, depending on 
the configuration, and lots of room 
behind the third row for cargo. 
The second- and third-row seats 
can be folded flat for more storage, 
and, when upright, the second row 
slides fore and aft with one-hand 
operation. 

There’s also a raft of safety features 
such as side-curtain airbags that run 
the length of the cabin, an exclusive 
front center airbag, anti-lock brakes 
and anti-rollover software. The 
2013 addition of blind-spot and 

cross-traffic warning systems is 
complemented by forward collision 
alert and lane departure warnings, 
which are available on every trim, 
but standard for Denali. 

A carryover 288-horsepower 
3.6-litre V6 drives the front wheels 
(all-wheel-drive is optional) through 
a six-speed automatic transmission. 
Contrary to what you might know 
about front-wheel-drive, the Acadia 
can still tow up to 2,000 kilograms 
(a decent-sized travel trailer or a 
boat). 

GMC’s luxo Denali sub-brand 
gets unique badges, grille, body 
pieces, high-intensity-discharge 
(HID) headlights, new-style 20-inch 
wheels and dual exhaust, while the 
cabin gets special heated-and-cooled 
leather seats, a new heated leather-
wrapped steering wheel (that’s also 
standard on top non-Denali trims), 
higher-quality trimmings, a huge 
dual-panel moonroof, tri-zone 
climate control, a top-end audio 
system and a rear-seat DVD player 
with two screens.

 The three-row-of-seats 
Acadia tall wagon 
delivers more luxury 
with minor changes 
inside and out.
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When it comes to trucks and 
sport utility vehicles, General 
Motors tends to do things 

in pairs. Both the Chevrolet and GMC 
divisions share many similar, but 
moderately restyled vehicles wearing 
different nameplates, including the 
new-for-2015 Canyon and its Chevy 
iteration, the Colorado.

After being cancelled following 
the 2012 model year, both pickups 
are back for 2015 in bigger and more 
powerful forms. Of course they’re still 
smaller and less capable than the full-
size GMC Sierra and Chevy Silverado. 
For many pickup buyers, however, they 
have plenty to offer, whether it’s the 
four-door extended-cab with 62-inch 
box, or the four- (full) door crew cab 
that comes with a 50-inch, or available 
62-inch bed (sorry, no regular-cab 
versions this time).

Each style can be ordered with a 
200-horsepower 2.5-litre four-cylinder 
or a 305-horsepower V6. A six-speed 
manual transmission is standard with 
the 2.5, while a six-speed automatic 
is optional, but standard with the V6. 
Interestingly, the V6 comes very close 
to matching the four-cylinder in the 

fuel-economy department (11.9 l/100 
km in the city and 8.8 highway for the 
four-cylinder versus 13.0/9.2 for rear-
wheel-drive models). It’s also the one 
to buy when hauling payloads up to 
725 kilograms or towing up to 3,175 
kilograms (double the 2.5’s capacity).

Canyons can be had in base SL, SLE 
and SLT trim levels. SLE trims equipped 
with the Autotrac (drivers can select 
four-wheel-drive themselves or allow 
the system to engage it automatically) 
are available with an off-road suspension 
package, locking rear differential, all-
terrain rubber, automatic transmission 
and hill-descent control.

All Canyons come with a power 

driver’s seat, corner steps built into 
the rear bumper, locking tailgates 
and two-tier loading that, by sliding 
braces and a platform that you supply, 
creates two separate cargo areas. 
There are, of course, a plethora of 
options and packages for the Canyon, 
including leather seats (heated in 
front), 20-centimetre touch-screen/
navigation, and a factory-installed 
spray-on bed liner. 

For added safety, a forward collision 
alert and lane departure warning 
features can be added (a rear-vision 
camera is standard). For the 2016 model 
year, you’ll be able to select a 2.8-litre 
four-cylinder turbo-diesel option.

2015 GMC Canyon (new for 2015)
A mid-size companion to the Sierra 
joins the GMC fleet; similar to the 
Chevrolet Colorado, but squarer with a 
bit more base content.

Base price (incl. destination): $23,300
Type: Four-door mid-size pickup
base engine (hp): 2.5-litre DOHC I4 
(200)
Optional engine (hp): 3.6-litre DOHC 
V6 (305)
Layout: Front-engine, rear- /four-
wheel-drive
Transmissions: Six-speed manual; six-
speed automatic (opt.)
l/100 km (city/hwy): 12.2/9.1 (2.5 MT, 
RWD)
Safety: Front airbags; front/rear side-
impact airbags; side-curtain airbags 
(opt.); anti-lock brakes; traction 
control; stability control.
Weight (kg): 1,780

Base four-cylinder and optional 
V6 available with all cab styles, 
as is four-wheel-drive; a six-
speed automatic transmission is 
standard with either engine.

Selecting a big-rig Sierra over 
a similar Chevrolet Silverado 
HD mostly boils down to which 

body style you prefer since both 
pickups are identical beneath their 
new-for-2015 shiny sheetmetal. 

However one other important 
difference is that the GMC offers 
the luxury-laden Denali crew cab, 
in addition to the base, SLE and 
SLT trim levels. Chevrolet doesn’t. 
The usual cab styles return, but the 
extended-cab is replaced by a new 
double-cab with rear doors that are 
hinged at the front. Both the 66-inch 
and 96-inch cargo boxes have been 
strengthened and the rear bumper 
has built-in recessed steps at the 
corners for easier bed access. 

All HD powertrains return 
unaltered for 2015. The base 6.0-litre 

gasoline V8 puts out 360 horsepower 
and 380 pound-feet of torque. It 
can be optioned with a compressed-
natural-gas fuel system, although you 
lose 59 horsepower and 47 pound-
feet in the process. 

For serious grunt work, there’s 
the optional 6.6-litre turbo-diesel 
V8 rated at 397 horsepower and 765 
pound-feet of torque. Both employ 
six-speed automatic transmissions: 
a GM-developed Hydramatic comes 
with the 6.0; and the turbo-diesel 
employs an Allison-built unit. Chevy 
mates its “smart exhaust brake 
system” to the turbo-diesel that, 
when the vehicle is coasting, holds 
compressed exhaust gasses inside 
the engine’s cylinders, creating 
resistance, which in turn slows down 
the truck without touching the brakes. 

The result is less wear and tear on the 
brake hardware and greater control 
for the driver, especially when hauling 
or towing heavy loads downhill. 

Included is a stability program that 
reduces a trailer’s tendency to wobble 
about, while hill-start assist prevents 
the HD from rolling backward when 
on an incline. 

For the 2015 model year, the 
HD’s maximum hauling capacity 
has increased to 3,508 kilograms 
from 3,275 and conventional towing 
capacity has similarly increased to 
8,890 kilograms from 8,165. Fifth-
wheel-capacity is up to 10,525 from 
10,200. As is the case with all GMC 
pickups, the level of content, body 
and powertrain customization is 
practically limitless, guided only by 
your specific needs and budget.

2015 GMC Sierra HD (new for 2015)
The heavy hauling 2500 
and 3500 (3/4-ton and 
one-ton) HD models 
have been redesigned 
and updated for 2015, 
just as their light-duty 
GMC counterparts were 
for 2014.

Base price (incl. destination): $38,900
Type: Heavy-duty three-quarter/one-
ton pickup
Base Engine (hp): 6.0-litre OHV V8 
(360)
Optional engine (hp): 6.6-litre OHV V8, 
turbo-diesel (397)
Layout: Front-engine, rear- /four-
wheel-drive
Transmissions: Six-speed automatic
l/100 km (city/highway): n/a
Safety: Front airbags; side-impact air-
bags and side-curtain airbags (2500 
series only); anti-lock brakes; stabil-
ity control (except dualie models)
Weight (kg): 2,630

Base 360-horsepower 6.0-litre 
gasoline V8 is back with a 
version that can be switched to 
compressed natural gas; optional 
6.6-litre turbo-diesel spools out 
765 pound-feet of torque; six-
speed transmissions for all.
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